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Ireland and left Londonderry with the
Intention of proceeding direct to St
Lcuis and facing the charges against
0
him there. There Is a reward of
for his arrest. Kelley will be ar
raigned tomorrow morning and held
for requisition papers.
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Mount Pelee In Eruption.
St. Thomas, D. W. I., Nov. 28. The
royal mall steamer, Yare, which arrivATTORNEY
INJURED FOOTBALL PLAYER DIES ed here today passed Mount Pelce, Isl- NEW YORK DISTRICT
and of Martinique, during Wednesday
morning and reports that the volcano
was then erupting violently.
Noted Boer General Arrives in New
St, Louis Flyer on the Big Four Badly
Sugar House Burned.
York City.
Wrecked.
New Orleans, Nov. 28. The magnificent sugar house at Ashton planta
tion at Lullng, La., formerly owned by
CUBAN
RAILROAD
COMPLETED
COMMISSION John A. Morris and now the property NEW
CANAL
ISHTMIAN
'THE
pf Charles A. Farwell and others burned today. Loss, $130,000; Insurance,
Scranton, Nov. 26. Attorney Dar-roWashington, Not. 28. Representa- $C5,000.
counsel for the United Mine
tive Sereno E. Payne, of New York,
Washington, Nov. 28. Minister Hun-te- Workers, announced today that the
chairman of the ways and means comof Guatemala City, has cabled the coal road presluents had promised to
mittee of the house, and Representative Littlefleld. of Maine, who have state department that his son, Godfrey, give the tabulated statistics in regard
been prominently identified with the who shot Fitzgerald, is 24 years old, to miners' wages, etc., to the counsel
anti-trus- t
in business on his own account and for the miners some time today or tolegislation, saw the president separately for a few moments to- therefore Is not under the protection morrow. The big coal mining compaday. Mr. Payne does not expect any of the legation. All that he asks is that nies have had expert accountants at
attempt at tariff legislation at the ap- Mr. Bailey, secretary of the legation, work preparing thpse figures for sevproaching session. The most Import- be allowed to testify before the Guate- eral weeks past. It was because this
ant work of his committee this winter, malan courts. This permission has al- part of the evidence was not ready for
lie thinks, will be in connection with ready been granted by the depart- presentation that the adjournment of
the coal strike commission became
Cuban reciprocity. If a treaty Is nego- ment.
necessary. The councel for the mintiated he believes the assent of the
ers will have until next Wednesday in
Littlefleld
bouse will be required.
DOWN SOUTH.
SPORTS
which to Inspect this important part
was reticent regarding the' program
of thelf opponents evidence. When
for anti trust legislation. He said he
the commission convenes President
was not yet prepared to announce his
withdrawal from the speakership race. Our Indians Defeated College Boys Nicholls will be placed on the stand
by the miners. President Nichols was
Died from Football Injuries.
at Football.
in conference with Nichols most of toWest Chester. Pa., Nov. 28. Charles
day.
Carr, colored, 21 years of age, of Philadelphia, died at the Chester county
Nw York District Attorney.
WE LOST AT BASKET BALL.
hospital from Injuries received during
Washington, Nov. 28 The president
a football game yesterday. Carr's neck
has decided to appoint W. J. Youngs,
was Injured in a mass play and he was
The Albuquerque Indian school were of Oyster Bay, United States district
rendered unconscious.
victorious in the foot ball contest with attorney for the eastern district of,
Pet-titAgriculture and Mechanic Arts col- New York to succeed George H. 20.
the
whose term expires December
FLYR WRECKED.
lege team at Mesllla Park yesterday. The selection of Mr. Young is in the
Fast Train on the Big Four Thrown In- The score was 6 to 0.
nature of a personal appointment Mr.
to a Ditch.
Intense interest pervalled from the Young has been a neighbor of PresiIndianapolis, Nov. 2. Passenger kick off until time was called. The dent Roosevelt at Oyster Bay and their
No. 43, St. Louis flyer on the Big Four, game was beyond doubt the best pig- relations have been close. When the
of
Mas wrecked at 1:30 this morning on skin contest ever fought on the grid-Iro- president became commissioner
at the college. It was fast and New York, Mr. Youngs resigned the
a high embankment half a mile west
of Avon, six miles east of Danvalle. furious, in both halves, bat the Indians district attorneyship of Queens counThree passengers were seriously hurt proved that they were superior in team ty to accept a position as private secretary of President Roosevelt.
and a dozen or more slightly hurt, but work.
The first half began by the Indians
none fatally. The train was running
at a high rate of speed and struck a attacking the college line, but seeing
BOER GENERAL
broken rail. Two sleepers were rolled that they were holding out strong, the
passengers
a
and
over into
the
ditch
Indians worked the ends effectively.
General Viljoen Comes to America to
got out by breaking windows. Those
In the second attack on the end,
Deliver Lectures.
Roybal, the fast right half back of the
most seriously hurt were.
New York, Nov. 28. Among the pasIra L. Kline, Cleveland, face badly Indians, went around the end and hav- sengers
arriving on the American linbruised; Mrs. Stephen Englehart,
ing a clear field, made the only touchLouis,
today, was Gen. Ben Viler,
St.
Ohio, seriously cut about the down of the game. Goal was kicked
r
commander. During
bead and bruised about the body. Mrs. by full back Johnson. In the last half joen,. the
Anna Englehart, Mlddleport, Ohio, ter of the first the Indians had the ball the latter part of the recent war In
ribly cut about the head, injuries may within several feet of the college goal. South Africa, General Viljoen was one
of the most prominent military figures
be fatal.
The second half opened with center
the Boer side.
rushes which soon broke the line of cbAs
a young man he was a policeman
Isthmian Canal Commission.
the college, but their staying qualities
Washington, Nov. 28 The president were all there and the Indians were in Johannesburg, and later became edlias given no consideration to the per prevented from another goal, al itor of a newspaper and a member of
sonnel of the Isthmian canal commis though they advanced the ball within the national legislative assembly. In
sion. He told Senator Cullom, of 1111' three feet of the college goal, which the legislative chamber his speeches
rols, today that until the pending ne looked dangerous for some time. The were always moderate in tone, but
gotiations with Colombia are ascer-- d Indians had the game In their hands whn hostilities became inevitable be
and the government ascertained all during the game, for at no time was one of the first to organize a command and proceed to the front. Though
exactly where "it was at," that he could the college get nearer
than the cne of the youngest commanders he
would not consider the matter of ap- forty-yarline.
speedily gained distinction on the field
pointing members of the commission.
Both teams were in excellent condi end was successful in a number of Imtion
and the work was fast and of a portant engagements. His purpose in
Colorado's New Railroad.
Denver, Nov. 28 Two parties, prom- nature that showed they had received coming to America is to deliver a seinent eastern men, met at Denver this plenty of practice since their last ries of lectures for the benefit of the
morning. Both are interested in the meeting.
Eoer relief fund.
"One Arm" Pelphrey and Hart of the
row MolTatt road and the Rock Island.
. There were a number of Providence college team played a star game, while
NEW CUBAN RAILROAD.
' capitalists who arrived over the Bur-- - Johnson and Roybal of the Indians
were
heroes.
the
lington and President W. B. Leeds, of
New Line of Road Completed Through
'
the Rock Island, who, with a party of Prof. MacGregor and Dr. Woods
the Island.
Timefriends, arrived over the Rock Island. were referees and umpires.
Washington, Nov. 28. A dispatch
Tt is understood that they come to con- - keeper, Miller.
from Havana says the Cuba Central
fer with Moffat and the management
railroad from Havana to Santiago, will
OUR
GIRLS
DEFEATED.
t the new line In regard to plans for
be opened for traffic today. The trip
completing It.
High School Basket Ball Team Lose to from Santiago to Havana, about S00
Agricultural College Girls.
,
miles, will be made In about twenty-twPUT UNDER BOND.
Defeated, and yet not disgraced, was
hours, whereas three days are reyoung ladies basket ball team of quired by Steamship, the only means
the
Alleged Arizona Mine Swindler Arrest- the high school,
in the basket ball bat- of travel heretofore.
ed in New York.
tle with the Agriculture and Mechanic
With the opening of this new railNew York, Nov. 28. Wm. H.
Arts college team at Mesllla Park last road Cuba is expected to enter upon
who was arrested here yesterday
night, resulting in a score of 14 to 4.
a new era a career of industrial deat the reqiiPFt of Chicago police, was
The young ladies from the high velopment and activity which Ig exarraigned today and held in $10,000
school held their adversaries down In pected to result in the betterment of
bond for examination next Monday.
the
half In a manner that called the Inhabitants, commercial prosperThe complaint charges that Wlllard forthfirst
great
admiration.
As soon as ity and the Improvement of Internal
Chicago
lawyer,
was
a
induced
Block,
put
the
ball
was
into
play
It was seen affairs. The main line of the road Is
to buy $13,500 worth of stock In the that the team
work of the college team of standard guage and its bridges are
Horse Shoe Copper Mining company
had received close attention and that of steel and masonry. The equipment
of Arizona. When arraigned McNutt the high
school girls were doing good generally Is 6lm!lar to that of the best
was
man
wanted,
he
the
denied that
work,
were weak on several essen- American roads, it being Intended to
but
but he said that he was president of
points in team work, although run through sleeping cars between Hathe Horse Shoe Copper Mining com- tial
The line runs
their individual playing was fine, and vana and Santiago.
pany ami that he knew Block.
they were heartily cheered by the through the heart of the eastern part
large crowd of enthusiastic lovers of of the island, where there is much unDead.
London. Nov. 28. Dr. Joseph Park-vr- , college sport. Miss Rose Huntzinger developed mineral wealth In the mounminister of the City Temple, who threw a goal from field, which was the tainous districts, but want of capital
bad been seriously ill for some time, prettiest goal made during the game. has hitherto prevented its profitable
The first half ended with a score of 6 production. Copper mines are of great
:ied at 5 o'clock this afternoon.
extent and rich, and water power Is
to 4.
Kelly Arrested.
The fast work began In the second, plentiful. Along the route of the main
Kelley.
Philadelphia, Nov. 28. Chas.
and then the weak points of the high line are to be found great areas of
of St. Louis, was arrested in this city school team came
into
The land of .the richest description, well
this afternoon. He was taken from the college team made two evidence.
baskets,
scor scattered and suitable for raising sugwestern train, which left New York at ing 8 points, which
ar cane, tobacco, corn, cotton, coffee
made
score
the
14
Kelley
11 o'clock, by a local detective.
and all fruits of the tropical and subtold the detective that he had been in
(Continued on page four.)
tropical regions, such as yams, man
r,
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Unconstitutional.
Nov. 28. The supreme
couit today, by npholding a decision
of the Ratrsry county prolate court,
declared t'ie inheritance tax law to be
unconstitutional.
St. V&v.,

A

Mulatto at Gallup Came to
Quick Grief.

Sullivan a Bankrupt.
NOLAN
OF
LAWRENCE
New York, Nov. 28. John L. Sulli- DEATH
van, former champ'.on heavyweight
prize fighter of the world, filed a petiIn the
United Northern Pacific Will Shorten Line
tion In bankruptcy
States district court today. He said his
Across Bad Lands ot Dakota.
l abilities were $2,658 and his assets
$5 worth of wearing apparel.
Denies Polly's Assertion. ,
Denver, Nov. 28. Vincent St. John,
president of the Telluride miners' union, emphatically denies the statement
attributed to him by "Polly Pry," in
yesterday's Post to the effect that
there were other men in Telluride in
addition to Collins- - who ought to be
"removed." It Is stated that he will
begin suit against the Post for the publication. In the Post this afternoon
"Polly Pry" reiterates her charges.
Cabinet Meeting,
Washington, Nov. 28. Neither Secretary Hay nor Secretary Root was
present at the cabinet meeting today
and the session was devoted to minor
matters. Secretary Wilson discussed
the measures that he had taken to suppress the epidemic of foot and mouth
disease which had appeared among
live stock in New England. From such
information as Secretary Wilson has
obtained he believes that the disease
has existed in that section for some
time, but has been concealed. Every
effort will be made to stamp it out.

SHOPS

FOR

THE

SOUTHERN

RAILWAY

Special to Citizen.
Gallup, N. M., Nov. 28. Wm. Spring,
a mulatto from Albuquerque, made a
gun play at Kitchen's saloon yesterday morning, and then defied arrest
by the marshal and Kitchen.
He was arrested by the marshal and
two assistants three miles west of
here after two shots were fired at
him.
He got ninety days and a hundred
dollar fine.
An Indian named "Navajo Jim"
broke a back window of Wm. Weide-meyerstore last night about 8 o'clock
and got $75 in money, Weldemeyer
happened to pass and ran in and arrested him and all but $15 was recovered. The Indian was bound over to the
grand Judy this afternoon.
Lawrence Nolan, who shot himself
with suicidal Intentions, died last night
of his wounds. His remains will be
burled tomorrow. His relatives live
In Palmyra, Tenn.
's

Cut Off Through Bad Lands.
St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 28 The North
ern Pacific is about to begin work on
the construction of a cut oft through
What Harry Alexander. Says About the Bad Lands, starting at a point
of a mile east of Bel field and
running northwest to the head of
the Albuquerque Eastern. Green River, about four and one-hal- f
miles north, of FryDorg and thencd
westerly and crossing the high plateau
UP TO THE PEOPLE.
half a mile west of the historic town
of Medora. From the west side of the
Harry Alexander, prominently SC plateau a mammoth bridge will span
connected with the Santa Fe Cen- - X the Little Missouri and the new line
will cross the old line to the south of
X tral and Albuquerque, Eastern
the big McDonald ranch. The new
Railroad companies, and that
means in close touch with X route will do away with the Fryberg
hill and will give a good route through
X the great Rock Island system,
came down from Santa Fe last X the Bad Lands.
night and after a short talk with X
Shops for Southern Railway.
several citizens who are deeply X
Birmingham, Ala., Nov. 28. The
X interested in securing the Albu- - X
railway will construct one of
qucrque Eastern railroad, contin- - X Southern
the largest shop plants on the great
X ued on south on the 11 o'clock X
system at North Birmingham, a suburb
X train.
Birmingham, and construction work
of
X
To one of Albuquerque's prom- - X will begin at once. Plans have been
X lnent citizens, Mr. Alexander etat- - X
drawn for eight large brick buildings,
X ed that he bad orders to move X
ieet, and iLIltT;fl.v
X their entire traffic department to X each luttxiuu
X Albuquerque next week, and also X tracks ot railway have been laid out."
X to commence to construct the tel- X The shops will build cars as well as
X egraph line from Morlarty to Al- - X repair cars and engines for those diX buquerque, for which he has the X visions of the road in this section of
X wire already; but that his Instruc X the south.
X tlons were not to do either unless X
DIED TOGETHER.
X the people of Albuquerque want X
X the road.
X
X
The new proposition of the Al- - X Aged Couple Suffocated by Gas In an
Albany Hotel.
X buquerque Eastern Railroad com- - X
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 28. Wm. and
X pany," made through Mayor My- - X
Hogeboom, aged about 60
X era and Messrs. Strlckler and X Martha
X Brooks to the people of Albu- - X years, were found dead in bed In a ho-t- l
here today, having been asphyxiatX querque, Is the fairest and cheap- - X
X est way to secure a competition X ed during last night by illuminating
X railroad, and the citizens of Albu- - X gas. They were residents of East
and arrived in the city yesterX querque should respond liberally X
day to meet their two sons and their
X with their subscriptions.
X
(laughter in law, who were to be discharged from the Albany county penitentiary today after having served a
UNDER DISCUSSION.
term of six months' imprisonment for
petty larceny and burglary. It is beA President for the Next Territorial
lieved the deaths were accidental.
Fair Association.
It Is understood that at a recent
THEY WILL IMPROVE.
meeting of the Retail Merchants' association the subject of a president of
the Territorial Fair association was The Electric Light and Gas Plants will
Be Enlarged.
brought up and discussed, and It Is
The following officers, J. J.. Henry,
alto understood that, as several mempresident; Charles K.. Durbln, vice
bers had raised objections to the
secretary, the name of an- president and secretary; W. L. Illff,
other gentleman f.ir that place was treasurer; Maynard unsul, manager.
were elected by the Albuquerque Gas,
likewise discussed.
At the recent mass meeting of citi- Electric Light Sc. Power company. The
were filed
zens Enill Mann was unanimously articles of Incorporation
elected secretary, an I the gentleman with Secretary J. W. Raynolds In
has many friends in the city who be- Santa Fe on Wednesday and published
lieve and know him apable to fill the the next day In The Citizen.
The electric light plant In this city
secretaryship.
Therefore, a pre-i- s ii t Is to be elect- will undergo conslderablo improvegeneral
ed, vice J. H. O I; l , resigned, and ment at once. A
The Citizen would
that the Re- electric alternater is now In transit.
tail Merchants' as'" iation get togeth- The additional demands on the plant
er again . and decMc ;ip"n some one of for light and power will be taken care
their members for that position. If of by the big machine. Manager Gun- not, the Gentlemen's Driving associa- sul, who has just returned from Den
tion will no doutit
called upon to ver, stated that the new street arc
furnish a president, and that associa- lights recently ordered are to be in
tion, like the merchaMs, have some ex- stalled as soon as the poles can be
. i t
placed and wiring completed. Also
cellent material to
from.
that the poles and wire for the new
Capital Stock Increased.
power circuits have been ordered and
e
Springfield, 111., N v. 28. The
the new lines will be built right away.
plow works, of Mollne, today certified to th seerctarv of state an in
Lively Runaway.
crease In capital stock from $200,000
Last evening about 7 o'clock a
10 1300,000.
couple ot terrified horses hitched to a
A

small buggy, came dashing down Second street at a terrific speed and
made a grand spectacular turn into
Trimble's barn and passed through the
long passage without slacking their
SDeed until they turned In the passage
at the far end of the barn. When thel
horses were stopped the perspiration
wan dripping from them in amazingly large quantities, and when they
were unhitched after standing a few
minutes they were so stiff they could
hardly walk.
This morning a couple of young men
with uowncast faces came riding into
the city on an old wagon loaded with
wood. Their entrance was exceedingly slow, and did not possess the exciting qualities of the entrance of the
horses. They finally got op enough
courage to creep around to the barn,
and then were told ot the early and unsuspected arrival of the horses. Then
their sad story was related. They had
walked nearly fourteen miles and long
miles at that. It seems as if the
horses became frightened while the
young men were doing some exploring,
and breaking the hltcbstrap, made a
fourteen-milrun for the city.

REMOVING FENCES

Were Interesting.

ground that the constitution, under the
franchise clause of, which, they were
elected, is unconstitutional and .void.

-

Cob-leskl- ll

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

newly-ele-

cted

Mo-lin-

From Public Land.'
CONSTITUTO

TEST OF VIRGINIA'S

Wreck on Wisconsin Central Road

Injures Several Persons.
TERRITORY STATEHOOD MEETIX3

INDIAN

Omaha, .Nov. 28. John S. Moaby,
special inspector ot the United States
land office of Washington, arrived In
Omaha and will at once begin proceedings for the removal of fences from
government land . In Nebraska. Col.
MoBby said that tracts containing
thousands of acres have been Illegally
fenced In by cattlemen and that hla
Yesterday was a happy day for the purpose was to have these fence torn,
prisoners at the county Jail. Sheriff down.
Hubbell instructed Jailer Lucero to
purchase turkey for the occasion, and
Test of Virginia's Constitution.
everyone at the county bastlle had a
Richmond. Va., Nov. 28. The questurkey feast.
tion of the validity of the new state,
constitution of Virginia came up for
argument today In the United States
AT FAIR GROUNDS.
district court. The case is la the nature ot an application for an Injunction restraining the state board ot canSmall Crowd Present But the Races vassers from issuing certificates of
e

.

ALL EVENTS WERE

LIVELY.

FEW FAGTS.

one-four- th

Cattlemen Must Rsihoys Fences

Wreck on Wisconaln Central.
engine on a
Chicago, Nov. 28-Wisconsin Central outgoing freight
train was wrecked early today at Displaces, Injuring three persons, one fatally. They were: "John Scheldel, engineer, badly scalded- - about the faca.
and hands; Albert Plnneo, brakemaq,
face and bands scaldej I Walter Sherman. Art mun, seajded, will die, The
accident was . caused by the locomotive
u1
jumping
iiatn,.
An

The cold, piercing winds which accompanied the feast day on its annual
tour had a decided effect on the lovers
of race horse sport, and consequently
the races at the fair grounds yesterday
failed to-- draw the crowd that was expected to turn out. however, tli coM,
crisp wind did not chili the ardor of
the horsemen sad lovers ot the sport,
was carried uui,
no iuct jiiuBiBiu
which afforded an exciting anu Interesting afternoon for those present
The green race, 3:00 minute trot,
was won by McOInty, owned by R. H.
Greenleaf. McGInty raced against William T., owned by W. L. Trimble, and
won the second and third heats in
1:18.

The 2:40 trot was won b; 'Lady Mar.
garet. owned by Joseph Barnett( ln two
straight heats,
1:20 ln both heatg
Boone, owpy by Emll Mann, was a
close contestant In thIa rac
Primrose carried off the first heat in
the
ln 1:09, The second
heat was won by Shecam in 1:10. Both
hefite n this race were Intensely exciting, the winning horse going under
the wire by a nose.
Following the races the amusing
features of the program were carried
out with all kinds of fun. The greased
pole was a slick event. About twelve
boys atempted to overcome the sliding
quality of grease, but Charles Benjamin was the first to overcome the
slick article.
He received a fine
sweater, given by Mike Mandell for
h.s successful climb. Harry Schaffer
carried off second prize:
Emll Mann did better than his horse
ln the events of the day, and won first
In the hobble race. There were eight
entries, and the race being for kids,
Emit handed the sweater he won over
to Newlander, one of the fast bobblers.
Otto Mann was a close second. The
afternoon of sports was greatly enjoyed by those whose sporting blood is
never daunted by the weather man.

Ue
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Wants Single Statehood.'
Amonar those
Vlnlta. I. T.. Nov.
interested in the statehood question r"
Oklahoma and Indian Territory muolw,
interest Is manifested In the oov
tion of the Five CIvll- iTribea In
... -- ufaula. The Five
Civilized Tribes are strenuously. opposed to the Indian Territory being absorbed by Oklahoma or attached to
any other state and the purpose of the
convention Is to develop plans for the
ultimate admission of the Indian Territory as a state by Itself.

t..lB
--

free-for-a- ll

NEW YORK'S

NEW HOTEL.

To Be Called

Hotel Brunswick" and
Will Coat $7,000,000.
New York, Nov. 28. The latest marvel in the hotel line will be a structure
on the old Hotel Brunswick site. It wilf
cost $7,000,000, will be twenty storieL
high and will contain 1,000 rooms. Negotiations closed seem to assure the
realization of the acheme. The land
was sold by Charles T. Barney and
others for $2,760,000 to the Brunswick
Construction company, of which ex- Judge Henry E. Howland Is president.
The hotel will be constructed at a cost
of $4,750,000 by the Central Construction company, which was organized
last winter by Mr. Cocbeu. The great
structure has been leased to the
Brunswick Hotel company, of which
Gustav Bauman, present proprietor of
the Holland house, is president. The
deal was completed by S. H. G. Stewart, who organized a company to build
a twenty-storoffice building at 42
Broadway. Mr. Stewart says that the
'FAIR
new Hotel Brunswick will De the first
in a chain of similar
great hotels
Writes Letter About Good Material for
which will be built ln various large
Fair President
cities and operated by the same interEditors Citizen:
Albuquerque, N. M.. Nov. 27. I no ests. If his plans are carried out, the
tice that you suggest half a dozen or hotel trust idea will be a reality.
more names for the presidency of the
SWINDLER ARRESTED.
New Mexico Fair association, since It
Is a known fact that J. H. O'Rlelly re He Made a Big
Clean Up In Buffalo,
fuses to act. In looking over the
New York.
names, and taking Into consideration
Buffalo, N. Y., Nov. 28. Wm.
Ihe iiia! Ideations of those mentioned,
who was arrested In New York
I think W. L. Trimble, C. K. Newhall,
on suspicion ot being connected with
Alike Mandell, Henry Brockmeier, C. a swindle. Involving $200,000,
formerly
M. Foraker, Simon Stern and Arthur kept
a wholesale .clothing store here
Everitt would make very acceptable end a branch at Niagara Falls. He
presidents. Any of these gentlemen, left Buffalo some time ago
and many
with Secretary Mann's well known local creditors have since been
trying
knowledge of horse racing, would to locate his property. They found
make the fair of next year a grand that his stocks had been transferred
success. It Is essential that we have by bills of sale, and several suits have
horse racing in connection with the been brought to test the validity of
kind of fairs we have bad -- e past two these transfers. In the proceedings
years, and we shou.u have men who bi ought In the local courts, statements
understand horses at ue head as off- have been made that Landeau went to
icers.
Yours truly,
Texas and also that he waa ln Europe.
FAIR ENTHUSIAST.
Hon. Solomon Lunt and Hon. F. A,
John Stein, superintendent of the Hubbell were passengers for Silver
Fred Harvey eating house system on City last night. They will visit their
the Kansas City Albuquerque division, stock ranges in that neighborhood bein in the city.
fore returning to the city,
y

enthusiast;

Lan-rtca-

u,
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THE ALBUQUERQUE DAlLf CITIZEN, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 28 1902
at a rapid rate with the adoption of "Let the
free silver. He scoffed at those, not

TriE WORST T HINQ

In the world for a cough Is to cough.

THE BEST 7H1NQ

in the world for a cough is a

nUCh DISPUTED QUb5TI ON
We keep all the leading remedies or would he pleased to
prescriptions.

fill your

doe-tor- s

B H. BR1GGS & i;Q.

Proprietors cf Alvarado Pharmacy

JItuqufrque Daily (Jifijn)
HUGHES ft McCREIQHT, Publishers
Editor
Hughes
W. T. McCretght....Mr. and City Kdltor

Tfcoti.

Published Daily and Weekly.

Associated Press afternoon
Largest City and County
The Largest New Mexico
Largest Northern Arizona

dispatches
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation

Coptrs of this paper may be found on
la at Washington In tbe office of our
Mrta! correspondent, E. O. Signers, 16
V street N. W., Washington D. C.

Terms of Subscription.

Illy, tr

S8.00
mall, one year
Dan?,
1.00
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Mew Mexico demands 8tatehood from

the

Fifty-Sevent-

Congress.

h

Opposite Alvarado Hotel
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resurces which the latter docs not

pos-

sess. The only ground on which Okla
homa can be specially favored is that
it has a larger population than either
of the others. But that ground Is entirely Insufficient to warrant discrimination against either of the latter ter
ritories, tor eacn nas a mucn larger
population than many of the states
now In the union possessed when they
were admitted. Besides, New Mexico
and Arizona, particularly the latter,
are attractive fields for the Investment
of capital, axd, of late years, an Im
mense amount of eastern money has
entered Into the development of their
vast mineral resources. The point has,
therefore, been made that the capital
already Invested and that which may
be reasonably expected to be attracted
to both of these territories in the future will be better protected by statehood than it can ever hope to be under
a territorial condition. Tbe point is,
undoubtedly, well taken, and It ought
to appeal to the judgment of the senate committee. Arrested development
Is not desirable in either territory, but
that is what is llkel yto ensue if the
bill Is adversely- reported upon so far
as Arizona and New Mexico are con
cerned. Arizona, in particular, has
come conspicuously to the front dur
ing the past decade as one of the rich
est mineralized sections on the conti
nent, and if capital Is given proper en
couragement there the result will be
great additions to the national wealth.
If the boon of statehood will give capital better protection than territorial
government can give, it. should be
granted forthwith. The senate com
mittee will be remiss in its duty if It
reports adversely on the subject."

nd the
It
publican majority at the recent elec
tion la only 79,214.
was ftn off year In Iowa

re-

NEW8PAPER ADVERTISING.
Every
merchant recognizes advertising as a necessary part
Congress convenes Monday next. of his business. It Is no more a de
The president's message will no doubt batable question then the necessity of
insurance.
It is only a question of
fee read to that body on Tuesday.
how to advertise, and how much to
If the people of Albuquerque wish to spend ior tnat purpose. There is a
Un the city they can do so by reject vast deal of money spent in Injudic
lag the liberal offer of the Albuquerque ious advertising. No doubt
signs, street displays, programs, pamKastern company.
phlets and circulars have their uses in
The socialist vote in Pennsylvania certain lines of business, but in most
most of this special advertising
la the presidential election of 1900 was cases
4.800. and at the last election 21,910 Is thrown away. In nearly every in
Of these 12,000 were cast in tbe an stance it Is exceedingly expensive in
proportion to the results It brings.
tbraclte region.
In ninety-nin- e
cases out of a hun
dred
the cheapest and best advertising
The early building of the Albuquer
que pastern railroad will insure tbe that can be done is in the newspapers,
early building of the military post near Take it all In all, a daily paper of good
this city. One will very much depend circulation Is the best of all mediums,
The best proof of tois is that they are
3Poa the other enterprise.
used most by advertisers who have
made the greatest success of business.
The senate coTUeo VM not ven I It the testimony of the direct advertls
Courteous to the people of Itoswell.
not 8Ufflclent to establish this
They passed through the town without ers 7ei?
be corrol)orated by the
It
can
fact
'topping, after the cltUens hud gone to evlrtpnra
advertising agen
h
nf
cona!cle:,'1 trouble, in arranging for
,n the business,
cles who are expert"
more of
their reception.
aUU kUV
auwa
v and
J
hands.
business in their
' That the American Indian must be the
Is
problem
dealt with as a perpetual
WAGES OF WORKMEN.
clearly shown by statistics published
The question of wages and tariffs
by the secretary of the Interior in his ought not to be associated,
w'ti politi
annual report. According to the cen
om tns whicn i8 taking
anairs,
ck
counsus of 1890 there were In this
try, exclusive of Alaska, 259,000 In- place in the railway world certainly
points a political moral. When Mr.
diana. The report of Secretary Hitch- Bryan
campaigning for tbe presicock shows that in 1900 in the same dency was1S96
of
he told tbe people that
territory there were 270,000 red men.
only way to raise prices was by
It is therefore reasonably sure that our the
copper-colorebrother will have to be degrading the currency. He appealed
particularly to laboring men and told
dealt with throughout coming
them that their wages would advance
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politicians, but political economists,
who cited the experience of historyy to
prove that the last thing affected in a
change of conditions was the wages
of lauor. But the political economists
have been fully vindicated by the
course of events. We find that the last
thing to respond to prosperous times
was the pay of the toiler. The establishment of the gold standard and the
quickening of commerce and industry
which followed resulted In an Increase
In the cost of living. Very slowly the
pay of laboring men has advanced to
balance this condition, and it probably Is true that an equilibrium has not
yet been achieved. But what would
have been the condition of the laboring man under the slow process of adjustment If Bryan had succeeded In
cutting the dollar In the middle? We
may be sure that If free silver had
been adopted prices would have advanced more than 100 per cent. And
we may be Just as sure that wages,
slowest of all to respond, would have
been much further from a balance than
tney are at present.
8ENATOR BARD ON STATEHOOD.
Before leaving Los Angeles for
Washington Senator Bard was interviewed by the Times. The senator
said:
"Statehood for Arizona, New Mexico
and Oklahoma is one of the questions
that will occupy the early attention of
congress," said Senator Bard. "It is a
matter in which tho entire country Is
Interested, and the great southwest, of
which the three territories are a part,
Is concerned
most particularly,
as
their admission means increased rep
resentation in congress, as well as a
departure in their form of government.
"I am a member of the committee on
territories, and am one of those who
compose the
of which
Senator Beveridge is chairman, that
now Is investigating the claims pre
sented for the admission of the terri
tories. Unfortunately, I was not able
to join the
which has
been making a tour of Arizona, New
Mexico and Oklahoma, gathering lnfor
matlon that will assist in determining
toe question, and am unable to outline
the recommendations that will be
made. The report of the committee,
however, undoubtedly will govern the
action of congress.
"In this connection, I might say that
It Is somewhat peculiar that, when the
matter was under consideration at the
last session of congress and my vote
was considered of Importance, I re'
celved many communications by wire
and by mail from constituents In Call
fornla who urged action for or against
admission. Since I have been home,
however, I have not heard a word
about the matter, pro or con. Under
the existing circumstances, I cannot
say just now what position I shall take
on the question."
e,

GOLD DUST

IGNORANT

PREJUDICE.

try and the people. It is only disgust

ing. That such Ignorance and prejudice could exist in the "enlightened"
east around which and for whom east
emers imagine tbe world revolves, Is
beyond the
thinking
population west of tbe Mississippi.

The man on the stage mho does the
trick of escaping from hrtnly tied ropes,
submits to the bonds with a smile. He
knows he can get out of the ropes that
are being knotted. Put tbe same man in
the woods and let Indian captors bind
him to a tree for torture and be would
struggle to the last agaiust the bonds.
ADMISSION OF TERRITORIES.
When the stomach is diseased there
The San Francisco Chronicle Is, a
bonds being woven every hour about
warm friend of the territories and Is are
organs dependent on the stomach-he- art,
the
urging tbe passage by the senate of
lungj, liver, kidneys, etc. Tbe
the omnibus statehood bill. In a re folly of mankind is to passively submit
cent issue that paper says:
to the fastening of these bonds with no
"Since tbe senate committee on ter effort to escap; until the pain they cause
fear.
ritories started taking testimony on arouses
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
the subject of tbe application of Okla cures
diseases of tbe stomach and other
homa. New Mexico and Arizona for organs of digestion and nutrition. It
admission to statehood, contradictory cures diseases of heart, liver, lungs, kidreports have been Issued regarding neys and other organs, when these distheir probable conclusions. The latest eases, as is often the case, have their
report, which comes from Guthrie, tbe origin in ths diseased stomach.
For a lon time I was u Bering end was
territorial capital of Oklahoma, as hardly
able to gel about." writes Mr. Aodrcw J.
Thomas. Tucker Co., W. Vs., Box
sumes that tbe committee Is at present JeuaiuK. ofbothered
kiiluey trouble and
"Wat
opposed to tbe admission of New Mex my whole system waitwith
out of order ; had no
A 'rieatl of wiue told me to try lr.
ioo and Arizona. If tbe report is true, appetite. Goltle.i
1 did to
Medical liscwvery.
fierce'
the action of tbe committee will be
and the Brat buttle lestored ruy appetite. I took
liutcowry1
Medical
OolUeu
buttles
of
aod
six
misfortune and a mistake.
some of the ' flcuaaut CeUcU ' sad lecl like a
"New Mexico and Arizona are both new person.
w
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets clean
much older as territories than Okla
Jhoma, and both have extensive natural the clogged system from impurities.
broad-minde-

CARDS

MINING ENGINEER.
V. V. Clark,
Mining and metallurgical engineer, log
West Gold avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Specialties: Reports, surveys and ranpn:
plana and reduction works; mines and
minlnff Investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.

DENTISTS.
806

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
Railroad avenue. Office hours, 1:30
mfl to 12:30 d. m. : 1:30 d. m. to D. m.

Telephone
mail.

Use

i

462.

Appointments

made

by

GOLD DUST

Bernard 8. Kodey

Albuquerque. N.
to soften hard water and do your ATTORNEY-AT-LAM. Prompt attention Riven to all bustm ss
o
cleaning. No soap or ammonia is pertaining to
the profession. Will
In
courts of the territory anu beneeded. GOLD DUST Is the best, fore theallUnited States land office.
quickest and most economical cleaner
Ira M. Bond
42 F street N. W.,
known that will do your work and ATTORNEY-AT-LAWashington, v. u. tensions, lanas, pat
copyrights,
ents,
caviats, letters patent,
save your hands.
marks, claims..
piac-tlc-

t
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THE

BANK

CF

ALEUQUERQUb,

H.

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS HEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS!
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. ft. STRiCkLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
GEO. ARNOT.
SOLOMON LUNA
J. C. BALDRICGE
W. A. MAXWELL
A. M. BLACKWELL
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

& SANTA

FE RAILWAY

William D. Lee
Office, room 7. N.
T. Armilo building. Will practice In all
the courts of the territory.
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Boston, St. Loui;
Hew York,
Makers of FAIRY SOAP.

THIRD STREET

Meal Market

R. W. D. Bryan
Albuquerque, N.
M. Office, First National Bank building,

If you want a soap that will lather
freely in hard water get some Lenox
Soap from your grocer. There Is no
better hard water soap made.
i

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Frank W. Clancy
rooms

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

1

T. Armijo building, Albuquerque,

and S, N,
N. M.

FenlnsuJu- bau heaters bum less
E. W. Dobson
fuel, give more heat and ventilate your ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, Cromwell
Company.
Whitney
rooms.
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
John H. Stingle
We re sola agents tor Wheeler A
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block,
whson sewing machines. Albert
Albuquerque,
N. M.
ber, 80S Railroad avenue.
o
PHYSICIANS.
Tin, gaivamxeo iron and copper
work. Albuquerque Hardware
Dr. J, E. Bronson

All kinds

of

-

Room

17,

Homeopathic Physician,
Whiting Block,

The Lenox Soap Is a good honest
Arthur Macomber, M. D.
the Ivorydale factories
Building.
Night Calls.
where Ivory Soap Is made. Tour gro Whiting
1
Dr.
E.
N.
keeps
cer
Wilcon
it
Physician and Surgeon, reoms 8 Grant
Albuquerque.
Office hours 1 to I
No tuberculosis preservallne or cot building,
p. m. Colorado phone 129.
oring in Matthews' Jersey mlUc
Dr. I. 8aylln
Carpenters' and macninista' tools of
and ReMdenre, 410 South Edith street.
Hardware Office
all kinds. Albuquerque
Hours 10 to 13 a m., 4 to 6 p m. and 7 to 8 p.
m. Colorado 'pbone A85.
company.
m

o

Home made bread, cakes and pies
at Mrs. Ackers, 601 Keleher avenue,
o

JEMEZ A SULPHurt HOT 8PRING8
8TAGE LINE.
Carries the U. S. man; only line with
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer
que every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday at 6 ft. m. For particulars ad
dress W. L, Trimble w Co., agents, Al
buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprie
tor, Jemes.

MUSICIANS.
Miss Katnerine Helmbeck
Lessons In Singing and Physical Culture.
Miss Elizabeth Naylor, M. B.
Teacher of Pianoforte and Harmony,
Studio, Commercial club.

ires!, end San meats
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THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Chicago,

WITH AMPLE MEAN3
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

I

LAWYERS.

FACT8KY.

fcMIL. KLE1NWORT,
HASOMC BUILDING.

N. THIRD BTRFK

OO0000OOOC00K

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED e DOME8TIC WINES e COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of .Lager served.
st lino Beet Imported and Domestic Clgara

OtK)JsK)X)tK)K)sK)3X3V)4Kro

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

KINDERGARTEN.
Miss Phllbrick'a
Kindergarten and Primary Department,
Commercial club building.
Conveyances
will call for Highland pupils.

R. P. HALL,

Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
We make tbe best door and window
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
screens. They are far superior to any
made in the east at the same price.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
N otice to Tax Paye rs.
Albuquerque Planing
Notice is hereby given that the first T. Telephone No. 463. Mill company, A.
half payment of the taxes for 1902 are
Subscribe for the Citizen.
due and payable, and that the same
will become delinquent on December 2,
1902, on which date the usual penalties
THOUSANDS SAVED
will oe added.
S1EPIE AND CLUB R001
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
CHAS. K. NEWHALL,
DR. KINO'S NEW DIBGOVERK
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
Tax Collector.
Finest
All druggists refund the money if it
o
For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
WhlskUs,
3,265 Men's and Boys' Fine Shirts
falls to cure. E. W. Grove's signature
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
Brandies, .
are too many for any store to handle,
and all THROAT AND Ll'hG TROUBLES.
Is on each box. 25c.
180 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque,
etc.
Wlnea,
especially if they haven't the room for This wonderful medicine positively
go
M,
they must
'em. But remember
Boys' shoes ft big assortment at
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds
and 39c for ft fancy shirt is Just like P'onchitia, Asthma,
Mandel.'s.
Pneumonia,
getting money from home. The Lion
h.
Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe.
DEMINQ.
Store.
Subscribe for the Dally Citizen.
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Few Pointers About a Good Town In International Live Stock Exposition,
Southern New Mexico.
Chicago, III.
Keen your eye on Demi n a.
Tickets on sale November 29, 30 and
Doming has lust been incorporated. December 1 at rate of $45 for round
Doming, the coming city of New trip. Good to leave Chicago up
to and
Mexico.
w
wji
Innlttilln tr TjtAl.ns O
5
"J"8- haa a magnificent fchooil'
Deu
V
'
j agent.
system.
a
bsw
New
the railroad center of
(Homestead Entry No. 3942.)
Mexico.
Notice for Publication.
Demlng, the gateway to the best
Department of the Interior, Land Of
sart of Old Mexico.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 7. 1902.
Denungl Don't overlook It If you
Notice is hereby given that the fol
are looking for ft sale and paying
lowing named settler has filed notice
Demlng, the seat of the n;w county ct his Intention to make final proof in
of Luna.
support of his claim, and that said
Demirg Is ine great mining venter proof will
be made before U. S. Comof tbe southwect.
Deming water Is chemically pur-e- misloner at East View, N. M., on Des
cember 22, 1902, vis: Augusttna
equal to Polan Springs.
Demlng has Increased 10 per cent, in
de Vallejos, widow of Carlos
population In four years.
deceased, for the NEVi sec. 31,
Demlng water and purs osone make T. 3 N., R. 6 E.
strong and healthy people.
He names the following witnesses to
Investments In Demlng tots will prove his continuous residence upon
double and treble In one year.
Demlng has now ft large Ice plant and cultivation of said land, viz: Martin Sanchez, Jesus Maria Chaves y
and electrlo light system under
Garcia, Juan Luna, Canuto Contreras
In Demlng the demand for rental all of Manzano, N. M.
houses is five times In excess of the
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
supply.
Demlng has an abundance oi water
The Mutual Building association of
for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or Albuquerque Is managed al a very
gardens,
expense. The stockholders and
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour small
thereby deriving the special
borrowers
cent,
on
rental returns will be 20 per
benefits that most loan associations
tbe Investment.
In Demlng good sale loans can tx pay to their officers and solicitors.
had at better rates than In the old es Buy. some stock in the series
tablished towns.
begun In October, take out a loan and
In Demlng you can buy lots tor 1100 own your home by making small
per
pay
you
100
cent la teas monthly payments, Instead of paying
thlch will
than twelve months.
secretary.
In Demmg another good hotel Is rent. A. E. Walker,
needed to accommodate the enormous
To Chicago Cheap.
increase of population.
A special rate of one fare I'lus $2 for
Doming ia a great health
no superior in climate for the cure the round trln to Chicago lias been
made by tbe ruirlinston for the great
of pulmonary troubles.
Demlng will be the great smelter International Live Stock Exposition
center. Two large plants will be in- which win opc: there November 29
stalled within the year.
contiruo for a week. This is the
Why buy high priced lots when you and
cf the world
can get them cheap in Demlng now, greatest live stock show
.nd this year promises to be of unusual
with certain advance assured!
Agricultural lands in Demlng are un Interest to the western etockmcn be
surpassed for fertility, production of cause of the particular attention being
given to the range cattle exhibit which
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
Demmg! Have you been there? II promises to be larger than ever before
aot, you should get there for the big The Burlington Route Is the popular
sale of lots on the 17th of this month. route with stockmen and the usual fine
Demlng offers the same opportuni
ties now that tbe most prosperous service will be given to those who de
cities in the we-v- t offered several yean sire to attend this big show. Tickets
will be on sale November 30 and De
Demlng neeas one hundred new cember 1 and 2. with a final limit for
houses to supply the demand, and leaving Chicago of December 8. See
needs them now. This demand con your ticket agent or write for particutinues to grow,
Demlng snips over 1U0.000 bead of lars to
GEORGE VALLERY,
cattle annually; Is the center of the
greatest breeding region In the south General Agent Burlington Route, Denver, Colo.
west and cattle men all know this.
f
A
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The admission of Arizona and New
Mexico as states into the union Is receiving attention all over the country,
and now and then we find a writer or
speaker, who Is either so prejudiced or
wilfully Ignorant, says tbe Phoenix
Gazette, that they will make
distort the facts, and go out of
their way to malign the people of these
two territories. They tell just enough
of the truth to make their remarks
have some weight to those who are
unacquainted with the facts, but to
those who are familiar with the coun

PROFESIONAL

twlm do your work."

Hoarseness, Soro Throat and W hooping Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
NO CURE. MO PAY.
tllCE BOc.and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE

Silver
Avenue
Stable

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City i

L"y

LIVERY, FEED AND 8ALE.
114 WE8T 8ILVER AVENUE.
Old 'Phone A22.

8addle Horssa a Specialty. We
board horse andhave first class rigs
U E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.

This "Paris of Latin America" is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
experienced.
Although not generally known summer Is the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Manana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nig-- is lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeies of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget hie trip under
"The White Umbrella."

The Metropolitan
Corner of First Street and
Railroad Avenue.

Has changed hands and is now one
of the nicest resorts in the city. Best
of liquors served at tbe bar. Lager
been 03 draught, ratronage solicited.

The Mexican Central
is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations
points in Mexico.
Call on or address.
W. D. MURDOCK,
W. G. MEAD,
A, Q. & P. A., Mexico
C. A., El Paso. -

to

cl

C. R. HUDSON,
O. P. & P. A.,Mexlco.

LUKE WAL8H,

Proprietor.
New 'Phon

Old 'Phone

152

59.

J. W. Edwards
Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

I Also Sell Monuments

Office and parlor

North Platte
Valley, Nebraska,

til N. Second

PRESENTS SOME VERY ATTRACTIVE
OPENINGS FOR FARMING AND STOCK

THESouthARCADE
Firs street

RAISING.

311

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED, ASK FOR
COPY OF OUR BOOKLET, "THE
NORTH PLATTE VALLEY." IT'S FREE.

AJO. PROPRIETOR.

FRANK

The best of liquors served to pat
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything braa
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

The ICEBERG
212 W. Railroad Avenue.

A

mm

ed to visit Tbe Iceberg." Lunch if
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,
'
i

Proprietor.

G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,
DENVER.

The finest line of Liquors and Cigar

All patrons and friends cordially invit-

Ticket Office, 103917th St
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The thrifty buyer knows that the
wrll In his new field. The departure
of Dr. and Mrs. Strong will be very "Lion Store" is the money saving spot.
Where else on thla green earth can
much regretted here.
you buy the finest
men's shirts
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs at 48c The Lion store.
and colds: reliable, tried and tested.
gafo and sure. Alvarado Pharmacy.

The Store the People Talk About

$1-6-

The treatment of Catarrh with antiseptic and
astringent washes, lotions, salves, medicated tobacco
and cigarettes or any external or local application, is
just as senseless as would be kindling a fire on top of
the pot to make it boil. True, these give temporary
relief, but the cavities and passages of the head and the
bronchial tubes soon fill up again with mucus.
Taking cold is the first step towards Catarrh, for it
checks rcrsoiration. and. the poisonous acids and
vapors which should pass off through the skin, are
thrown back upon the mucous membrane or inner Skin,
producing inflammation and excessive flow of mucus.
much of which is absorbed into the blood, and through the circulation
Teaches every part of the system, involving the Stomach, Kidneys and other
parts of the body. When the disease assumes the dry form, the breath,
becomes exceedingly foul, blinding headaches are frequent, the eyes red,
hearing affected and a constant ringing in the ears. No remedy that does
not reach the polluted blood can cure Catarrh. S. S. S. expels from the
circulation all offensive matter, and wben rich, pure
blood is again coursing through the body the
mucous membranes become healthy and the 6k in
active, all the disagreeable, painful symptoms disappear, and a permanent, thorough cure is effected.
S. S. S. being a strictly vegetable blood purifier does not derange the
Stomach and digestion, but the appetite and general health rapidly improve
under its tonic effects. Write us about your case and get the best medical
Advice free. Book on blood and skin diseases sent on application.
TUX SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta. Gt,

New Mexico Towns
RATON.

From the Range.
Miss Ella Reed, of Willow, is visiting
with Miss Mamie Gillespie.
Mrs. E. Tusher left to Join her husband In Las Vegas, where they will
make their home.
Miss Cora Ball gave a most enjoyable party to a large number of her
young friends.
Mrs. Kohlhousen and sister, Mrs.
Charles Springer, of Cimarron, who
l.ave been enjoying a visit east, are
again at home.
C. E. Stivers; editor of the Range,
is absent this week on a visit to eastern Kansas and St Louis. He will
return some time next week.
William A. Williams, of Denver,
Colo., end Miss Leona M. Bryte, of
Los Angeles, Cal., were united In mar
rlage at the Palace hotel In this city
Sunday, November 23, 1902, by Rev.
Samuel Maglll, and left for Denver,
where they will reside.
Mrs. Bert Warner, whose singing
bas so delighted attendants at the
Methodist church, will fill her place
In the choir Sunday evening for the
last time, as her husband has accepted
a position tn La Junta and she goes
Monday to join him at that point
Invitations are out for the wedding
Miss Ruby Grey and Samuel
.
ttuffner, to take place at the Presbyterian church Thursday, December 4,
at 8 o'clock. The announcement of the
marriage of this popular young couple
will be no surprise to their friends,
anil they will start their marriage life
with the parnest good wishes of almost
every man, woman and child In Ra
ton.

d

A

startling Surprise.

Very few could believe in looking at
a healthy, robust blacksmith of Tllden, Ind., that for ten years
be suffered such tortures from Rheumatism as few could endure and live.
But a wonderful change followed his
taking Electric Bitters. "Two bottles
wholly cured me," he writes, "and I
have not felt a twinge in over a year."
They regulate the Kidneys, purify the
blood and cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Nervousness, Improve digestion
and five perfect beauh. Try them.
Only 50c at all drug stores.
A. T. Hoadley,

DEMING.

From the Herald.
J. M. Hannigan, whiie climbing a
ladder to Inspect the work on his new
house one day last week, slipped and

A PIONEER

MERCHANT
Crlght's Disease and Diabetes
Are Positively Curable.
n
Adolpb Wen'te, the
pioneer of WO
Croen btnet, Sun Franclnco, one of the found,
era of the Culllorn
Ciackur Company, Inter
Viewed December 11, 191)1 I
Q- .- Will you permit u. to refer to yon at on
f thoke curt J cf uiftbetcs bj ILe Fullou Com-

pounds!
You niny. It ought to ba known, lbavt
told a great many about It myself.
Q
You fouud it burd to convluce thenar
A Only thosB cured can believe easily. You
will bare great difficulty In milking poopla bo
Hove it.
Q
Hud pbysieiuna diagnosed jocr eais at
A.

dlubvlcs?

A. Several.
Tlie ktilniya were also affected
I bud to Bleep with tuy
uuder my bvk to
feUstuiu uiu mo 1 coulu rout.
y How louii before you began to improve!
A. It look hold
ioly It niu.l bava been
several weeko.
Q. How loiiir before you were f ally restoroul
A. About a year.
any you told about Itf
J 'au you
ue a a Mrs. U., a
d
of ourn in the
A
country Her trouble im Hritful'a Diaease.
tone, ttx, recovered.
l

lri-u-

Auy oth-rA lady (riond in Windsor. Sonoma Coun-tv- ,
wa-- i swuilun witb Uroiy, and I Kent her lb
lirUhi'a Disease I oiugiouud, the ateond dozen
completely restoriurf her.
y
Lai do you tbiuU now of the eurability
Of tirtpht' Disease uud D.arwteaf
A
.'ur
await ihoke who will take these
Ouiupounda for a .uilkit-o- t length of time.
(J
A

Mndlral work a (Tree that Hrieht'a Disease
and Dtuuetea are incurable, but S7 percent, are
fHuillvely recovering undor the t'ullon Compound. (Common forma of kidney complaint
and rheumatism off r but abort resistance.)
Prioe, II for the ilrirbt' Liiseaso and II Su for
the IMabeliu Compound. John J Fullou Co ,
4JU Monttoaiorv
mreei, Kan I'raneUco, aola
Free teatu made for palienta.
ifeoripilve pamphlet mailed troe.
J. H. O Rielly ft Co.. Sole Agents,

Albuquerque.

Do your shopping by Mall

ooonoaoeoaoooounoo1
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IT'S

Good Words.

A

MATTER OF VITAL
IMPORTANCE

8end In your
'

In commenting on the advice of an
D
exchange to "kill your dog and buy a 0
rig with the dollar you Bare on dog
tax." Our Dumb Animals says:
THANKSGIVING Hi
"Yes. kill your dear old faithful.
PRori a uitiau M
mindful, thankful, trusted dog and buy
pig. But when you come home after ivvwitt VkMn.
BEST LAUNDftv WOWK I
hard day's work don't expect the
away
you
two
blocks
same pig to meet
with a Joyful little cry of welcome and
jumps. Sometimes when you feel un
usually 'blue' and It seems as If the
whole world was 'knocking' against
you, don't expect It to nestle up to
your side, and lay its head within your
lap and wag out Its unalloyed sympa
thy. Don't expect It to leave Its meal
of 'scraps' Just for the privilege of being your companion on a lonely drive
or walk.' Don't expect It to do any of
COPYRIGHT
these 'little things." There's a vast dif
ference between your most constant
to
all who regard clean linen as one of
friend and a pig."
life's necessities to know that the ImSOFTNESS OF SEALSKIN.
perial laundry is regarded by all good
dressers as the one place on earth
Rivaled by Human Hair Where Dan. where laundry work Is done to their
supreme satisfaction, we have .tne
druff Is Eradicated.
Sealskin Is admired the world over skill, the experince and the will to do
for Its softness and glossiness; and our work right, and will guarantee sat
,
yet the human hair Is equally as soft isfaction.
and glossy when healthy; and the rad
leal cause of all hair trouble Is dan
druff, which Is caused by a pestiferous
parasite that saps the vitality of the
Back of Postoffice,
hair at its root. Newbro's Herplclde
to
is the only preparation that Is fatal
the dandruff germ." Without dandruff
no falling hair, but a luxuriant growth
of glossy, soft hair Is certain. Scour
Ing the scalp won't cure dandruff. Kill
the dandruff germ. Thousands of wo
men owe their beautiful suits of hair
to Newbro's Herplclde. Send 10 cents
In stamps for a sample to The Herpl
clde Co., Dept. "F," Detroit, Mich.

can't coma
In person.
1

'
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at
..Special Bargain Prices..
Reliable Dry Goods

.

Saturday Night from 7 to 9 o'clock
Sacques
Ladies' Dressing
only positively worth $1.25

Heavy Jersey ribbed fleece-linesmall and large sizes fully worth
.
50c 'Saturday Night each

.....

d

Jersey ribbed fleece lined grey onl- yall
50c garments- Saturday Night each

v

"

sizes--regul- ar

all sizes

made extra long

75c value

LADIES' PETTICOATS

LADIES' CORSETS
;;

high class Near Silk fancy pat.
terns ruffle styles cannot be matched
elsewhere for less than $1.00.
Our price for 2 hours Saturday nightUUC
Made

Girdle styles in white, black or grey
sizes 18 to 25 sold everywhere at QQ
75c our price Saturday night onlywwu

A. D. JOHNSON

one-thir-

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

SILVER CITY.
From the Independent.
Richard Mawson, the blacksmith,
will leave during the present week on
a visit to California.
Mrs. Ormeda C. Carpenter is In the
city from her Park ranch on the Sa- pello.
,
Wes Williams, the well known cat
tleman, was in the city recently on
business.
J. A. Lewandowski, a well known
mining expert, who makes his head
quarters at Lordsburg, Is in the city
making a' personal inspection of the
tributary camps.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Spellman will
leave on a visit to Mr. Spellman's old
borne in Ohio. Mr. Spellman will re
turn about the first of the year, while
Mrs. Spellman and little daughter will
remain east for some time.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Dawson, of Santa
Rita, were in Silver City. Mr. Dawson
is Just recovering from a severe HI
ness, resulting from typhoid fever,
and his many Silver City friends were
more than pleased to see him on the
rapid road to recovery.
L. A. Snyder, formerly ore buyer for
the Silver City reduction works, and
new serving in a similar capacity
with the Valverde Copper company in
Arizona, is In the city on mining busl.
ness. Mr. Snyder is now handling the
output of the Thompson-Copmine in
the Burros.
Kugene Warren left on a visit to his
relatives
in Louisville, Kentucky,
where his sister, Mrs. Moorman, and
daughter, have been for some months
past. Mr. Warren has not been in the
best of health for some months past,
and the trip was made for the purpose
of seeking a change.
Sheriff-elec- t
James K. Blair informs
the Independent that he has decided
uion the appointment of James Dill,
of Silver City, as jailer, and Ed
of Central, as guard. Both
are good men and well qualified. Mr.
Blair will not name any riding deputy
for the present, but will look after his
own Held work.
Gevrse Richardson, who for the past
sixteen years has been a respected resident of I'lnos Altos, left for Blsbee,
Arizona, where he had the offer of a
good position. Very naturally it was
with feelings of greatest regret that
Mr. Richardson made the change to a
new location, and It is to be hoped that
U w ill not be a great while until he is
back in Grant county again.
Dr. S. M. Voung will remove from
Silver City to Santa Rita about the
first of the month and enter upon the
practice of his profession there. Dr.
Strong, although a recent addition to
local medical circles, has already gained a reputation for ability and trustworthiness, and will undoubtedly do
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Wert

Gold Avenue.

WE8T RAILROAD
AVENUE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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A. E.

double soles
per pair

WALKER

Secretary Mutual Building Association
at J. C. Baldridge's Lumber Yard

The Peninsular Is, beater
8T0VE WORK.
to E. J. Post & Co. to hare your tilator. Whitney Qempjiny,
stove work done and get a good Job by
competent mechanics.

t.

F. A. Jones,
M, C.
ConSKltlnv Mlnlnv RnalnitAI
Field assistant U. 8. Geological Surrey
AiDuquerque, n. m.

Subscribe for the Citizen.

o

CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.

FLOUR AND BhN IN CARLOAD
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
New Mexico
Albuquerque,

solicited.

o

Mausard's Mills,

One

- MIXED

All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

Can

1

Get Fitted?

OVEIlCOATfl
Merchant
Tailors.

YOUpni

suits....

.

First Class Work Guaranteed.
Cleaning and repairing neatly done

Thos F. Kelehor

408 Railroad Ave

Albuquerque

COLUMBUS HOTEL,
204 South Second

First Class

street.

Rooms and Board.

$9.50, $9.75, J10.50,
1KiW
112 50. lUftiY
$i6;oo $17.06; sioloo:
&ZU.UU, .531. UU, $22.50,
23.00, $25.00.

NOT A CORRECT 8TYLE MISSING
FROM
MY
LINES. FALL AND WINTER SYLES ALL IN. PUT
ME TO THE TEST ON ONE SUIT FOR A TRIAL.
OVERCOAT8 TO KEEP YOU WARM WHILE YOU
WALK, RIDE OR TRAVEL

114 W. Railroad Ave.

See the Goods.

?T
SUITED

A. Morelli & Bros.

ZS

JSJ" Is

IF I CAN'T PIT YOU. I WONT 8ELL YOU.
IF
YOUR FIT DOESN'T
STAY FITTED, THE
8ALE
DOE8NT STAY A 8ALE BRING BACK THE SUIT.
IF YOU DO YOUR PART BY COMING IN, YOU
CANT
BE ANYTHING ELSE THAN FITTED AND

J

Single buggy harness 15.00 to $20.00.
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25.
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
$15.50 to $20.00.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
Blankets, etc etc

4

only
that keeps most men from buying ready made suits

Gallon covers auu Square Feet
TWO COAT8

See the Price

Brine tn your tlnwar and nara u
Albuquerque Hardware com

repaired.
pany

o

PAIN

rfllMTCR'S 8UPPUG3.

and. Ven-

Merchants can get Lenox Soap at
Have you seen that blua enameled
GroBB Kelly's. Costs no more than
war ai the Albuquerque Hard
steel
poorer gradeB. It will make you ware
company's store, it la the moat
) beautiful
friends.
and ornamental war ever
seen in Albuquerque,
Casa da Oro.
Rooms with board; electric lights
$1,000.66 borrowed from the Mutual
and gas; hot and cold water In each Bulldina association nf Alh.m11
Special rates to permanent costs you only $13.35 per
.00m.
month. A. BL
boarders; no Invalids; No. 613 West warner, secrtary.
,
told avenue.
o
Hare your bouse weu renUIated bjj
Acorn base burners. The world's using a Peninsular base
burner.
standard. Whitney Comapny.
Whitney Company.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS 1214. CROMWKLL BLOCK.
Automatic Telephone 174.
READY

I5C

WM. GOETTING & CO., Proprietors.

B. A. SLEYSTER.

DEVOE'S

Our Price Saturday Might
,, ,

W. L. Brackett A Co,'
the new blacksmiths on Copper are
nue, between Second and Third streets,
have received a new rubber tiring
machine and guarantee their work.
They do horseshoeing as a specialty,

Office

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

Hose that are a bargain at 25c

Go

Correspondence

FIRE INSURANCE

HoseJ.:.;?

Men's Finest 35c Black Cotton

;

The Union
Market

f

FOtt

WELL-MAKIN-

Ij

jS"14

Saturday Night each

ij

Purest Drugs

25C

Hen's puting Flannel Night Shirts
of colorings

...

ttTJ''

Saturday Night each

CH LDREN'S UNION SUITS

LADIES' VESTS

Best
and

size 36

green, pink and grey

Imperial Laundry

Jumped on a Ten Penny Nail.
The little daughter of J. N. Powell
jumped on an Inverted rake male of
ten penny nails, and thrust one nail en
PJMPS,
tirely through her foot and a second
TANK8 AND WINOMILL8,
one half way through. Chamberlain's
METAL FENCING, HITCH
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO.
Pain Balm was promptly applied and
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.
five minutes later the pain had disapPrescription Druggist!
peared and no more suffering was experienced. In three days the child was LEAD AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST
X Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave
wearing her shoe as usual and with
AND SECOND STREETS.
absolutely no discomfort. Mr. Powell is
Automatic Telephone 608.
a well known merchant of Forkland,
antiseptic
and
Is
an
Va. Pain Balm
1.
heals such Injuries without maturation
Dealer In
d
the time required by
and in
the usual treatment. For sale by all
druggists.

A. SKINNER

NUt.

Leon B.5tern,Propkiltor

!

II

i

Order.

We will take,
car of them
properly.

mm?

fell, Injuring his right leg and side suf
flclently to lay him up for a day or two.
We are glad to say that he Is all right
again and able to be about and attend
ing to business.
A young Mexican by the name of
Martinez, engaged In hoisting brick by
the bundle with a rope and pully at
Clark's new building, met with quite a
A brick, slipping
serious accident
from the bundle and falling upon his
head, cut a deep gash. A physician
dressed the wound and the young man
is getting along nicely.
While playing around one of the new
buildings Ned Keith and another boy
o
Quarreled and the other boy hit Ned
STOVE WORK.
on the right temple with a brick and
Go to E. J. Post & Co. to have your
toppled him over. Ned was pretty far stove work done and get a good job by
gone for awhile, but when he came to competent mechanics.
ho found that the other boy was farth
cr gone than he was, and that he could
Try The Citizen want columns.
not catch him.

Mall

If you

$12 60 to $25.00
DUNLAP

HATS
HAWES HATS

MANHATTAN SHIRTS
NEL80N $3.00 SHOES

Rates

Reasonable.
MRS. G. E. HOPKINS, Proprietor.

Coney Island

RESTAURANT
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

BEST

MEALS IN THE CITY.
REGULAR MEALS, 25c.

Short Order at Any Price.

IVL

MANDELL

....The Leading Clothier and Men's Outfitter....
116
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billed to take unto himself a wife. The
railroad boys are running the preachers pretty hard lately. Two engineers
and three firemen have all met their
happy fate within a few weeks.
Fidel Ortiz was a passenger
on No. 1 for Santa Fe.
N. S. Elderkin and wife went up to
Park's ranch Wednesday evening to
injoy their Thanksgiving dinner.
L. T. Newlon, who has been visiting
with Verne E. Joy, left today for the
Grand Canyon and points In California
before returning to his home in Danville, 111. Mr. Newlon has Improved
greatly since being in this climate.
T. G. Martin was down yesterday
from Wagon Mound.
Frank Carpenter came down from
Cherry valley yesterday to take in the
gun club shoot.
Ashley Pond, of Watrous, ate his
turkey here yesterday.
The football game yesterday evening between the Santa Fe Indians and
the Normal team here was quite a fair
game. The play was rather loose and
there was too much wrangling, but the
There
crowd were well entertained.
was quite a good attendance, the boys
taking In close to $150 !n receipts with
an expense of about $03.
The score lesulted In a tie, with the
Indians about thirty yards advanced
when time was called, though throughout tho game the Normals appeared to
better advantage.
hhodes thirty yard run around the
tnd and Nolan's six yard kick were
the features of the game.
No one was seriously hurt, though
one of the Indians got a sprained knee
and some of the Normal boys got a few
bruises.
The Indians deported themselves as
gentlemen and put up a good game.
A woman who went by the name of
Dnima Anderson died last night at the
Ladles' Home. She arrived here last
Sunday from Santa Rosa and underwent an operation for an affection' ol
the liver, which proved too great an
ordeal for her.
Letters were found among her effects which led to a belief that she had
a mother living at Kansas City, and
though the mother was telegraphed,
no word has as yet been received.
The woman, who had been living a
Sole Agents for Casino and Ora brand fast life, was as yellow as a pumpkin
Canned Gobds. Dealers in
fiom her disease.
The gun club shoot yesterday was
Staple and Fancy Groceries quite
an event In local Bportlng cir214 South Second Street.
the live bird shoot S. R. Dearth
In
cles.
Hilsboro Creamery Butter Best on took first money out of the pot of $65
Earth.
and Frank Carpenter, of Cherry ValFree Delivery ley, the second.
Orders Solicited.
At the trap shoot,
jackpots were made and the highest
score took the money. The attendance from outside was disappointing.
Mr. Carpenter was the only one present.

LAI VEGAS LOCALS.
sheep, cattle and horse grazing from of some days It will again begin to
lengthen.
Pretty nearly all of the
this date.
from
Sheep grazing applications cannot northern half of the planet is now turn- Batch of Interesting Items
Northern Town.
be acted upon until they are all in and ed so far away from the sun that we Special Correspond!
nee.
who live in this part of what Is by a
Doctor Confesses to Participation in they should be made Just as soon as pleasant fiction
Vegas, N. M.. Nov. 27. Las VeLas
temperate
called
the
range
and
possible, to avoid conflict In
zone, only get his life giving beams at gas' enjoyers of the fantastic turned
Alleged Mexican Insurance Frauds. In numbers. The number allowed in such an angle that
we lost most of its out last night to the H R. T. ball given
this reserve last year was 150,000; this
the Casino at the springs en masse.
year It Is 100,000, and it is expected heart giving power as well as of its ot
There were about 1"0 couples present
we
two
notwithstanding
are
light,
that
that applications will be made with
who danced to superb music furnished
HOW VICTIMS DIED.
this reduction in view. DIank applica- oi three million miles nearer to it than by eight pieces of Khler'a orchestra.
tions will be forwarded thoBe desiring we are in the long, bright and heated Supper was served nt midnight and the
days of June. Then it shines down upA dispatch to the Denver News from them on application. Applicant should on us from a position almost vertical, first train returned nt 1:30. The last
state whether sheep or cattle and
did not get to the city until after
Kl Paso, dated November 26, says:
while at present It shines from a point train
horse application is wanted.
4 o'clock.
In
surrounded
ljw
the south!
down
The mystery which has
F. 8. BREEN,
Jefferson Leech, one of the passenForest Supervisor.
the death of James Devere and Harry
ger brakemen, is laying off, sick.
STILL PROGRESSING.
Flagstaff, Ariz., Nov. 20, 1902.
Mitchell, policy holders of the New
William McOoldrick, who has been
Tork Life Insurance company, who c.RY Our prime Kansas City loin Roswell Chamber of Commerce Keeps freight brakeman, has been promoted
to a passenger run.
died In Chihuahua, Mexico, was clearEverlastingly at It Something
steaks and r'b roasts If you pre-Ben Coles, one of the Santa Fe
ed up today by the testimony of Dr.
Doing
All
Time.
the
native meats we have the best. See
brakemen. Is off with tonsolltls.
C S. Harle, the company's examiner
our line of fresh cheeses. San Jose
Chairman Jerry Simpson presented
The Y. M. C. A. committee have been
there and a former practitioner In El Market.
to the members a novel schome for ad- out soliciting funds for the payment
said:
Dr.
liarle
On
oath
Paso.
crop,
vertising
o
apple
meetat
the
the
of the first three months' salary of the
"In June, 1901, Mitchell, whom I
OUR GIRLS DEFEATED.
ing last Friday night. In Judge Rich- new secretary and have met with
linew as an Inmate of the Richardson
ardson's office, and after discussion splendid success. Secretary Kates is
home, at Chihuahua, and brother of
(Concluded from page one.)
the project was heartily endorsed by proving a good hustler and those inwas
Insured
for
Richardson,
Mrs.
everyone present, says the Roswell terested in the movement feel confidon
follow4.
no
reason
to
whatever
There is
He died in convulsions the
Journal.
ent of the organization of an associaing February, and I diagnosed the case the part Of the high school team to feel
A committee was appointed, contion here which will be able to support
as strychnine poisoning and believed discouraged as their playing was fine, sisting of Mr. Simpson and C. C. Emer- good
quarters.
In
favorite
experience
By
request
when
of
their
the
suicide.
lie committed
son, to executive the Idea as follows:
Mrs. J. M. Bracket, wife of the foreRichardson I reported to the company game Is considered. They have the Fifteen boxes of the very largest and
office, arrived yesthat death was due to cerebro spinal quality and all the essentials for a finest Roswell apples, specially select- man of the Record
Angeles.
fever, and the policy was paid Mrs. good team, but need more practice in ed for the occasion, will be packed and terday from Los
C. J. Blanchard, who was formerly
, team work.
Richardson. James Devere was a
shipped to Delegate Rodey, with the Inspector here for the Armour Packing
game
a dance was given in request that he place the boxes in the
After the
drunken bum, brought from El
company, but late of La Junta, was
Paso by Richardson. He wag Insured honor of the guests from the Duke cloak rooms of the senate and house at here yesterday
a short time while on
was
City.
most
a
or
The
social
Muedith
feature
Mason
110,000,
with
for
Washington, from day to day, until the bis way to Los Angeles.
enjoyable
was
in
celebrated
affair,
claiming
and
half
to
be a
as beneficiary,
supply Is exhausted.
Each separate
Frank Murphy, a cattleman from
a manner of which young ladies and apple will be wrapped In a neat paper
brother. '
California, and Col. R. G. Head went
"No examination was held by me In gentlemen with a prevailing college of quality, upon which will be printed up to Wagon Mound and Watrous yesthis case, but I filled out the blanks spirit are capable.
appropriate reading matter, concern- terday
another big shipThe game was refereed and umpired ing our community. The Journal office ment to look after
and made affidavit before the Amereast.
of
The gentlemen
cattle
Inican consul that Devere had been ex- by J. O. Miller of the Albuquerque
will print the wrappers free of charge, have an order In for forty cars now.
dian school and Professor Woolton, and It has since been learned that the
issued.
amined. The policy-waHon. Wallace Reynolds came over
express agent, W. C. Baldwin, Is exert yfsterday from Santa Fe to see the
"He was a heavy drinker and was af- of the A. and M. colege. .
young
morning
ladies ing himself to get the fruit transported
Tomorrow
the
flicted with dysentery. He was furfootball game.
without cost as advertising matter. The
nished with plenty of money to buy will return from their eventful trip.
E. H. Salazar left yesterday afterwhisky and died in February of last
expense of securing the apples will not noon for Santa Fe to spend the holiHEIMBECK
CONCERT.
THE
said
that
year. Richardson and Mason
be great, and John B. Gill has volun days.
. if given plenty of whisky he would not
teered to pack them In a proper manWilliam Homes, one of the Santa
A
Musical Treat Hugely Enjoyed Last ner for keeping In good condition. In
last long. I knew that whisky would
Fe firemen, is the next railroad man
Night.
aggravate bis ailment. I attended him
specimens
manner
this
of the Roswell
The Thanksgiving recital under the fruit will be placed In the hands of the
when he died. His stomach was swol1902
of
Helmbeck
direction
Miss
Katherlne
congressmen and senators, while the 1882
len and be suffered much pain. Poison
would have had the same effect. I is- at Colombo hall last evening was a mu advertising matter will be brought besued a certificate that death was due sical event, which pleased the large fore the eyes in a manner to attract at
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EXPOSED.
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$10,-0-

"

worn-out-

I

'

F. G.

Pratt &

.

Rich-ardso-

n

Anything

--

g.t

To Exchange?

'

WE HAVE SELECTED WITH GREAT CakE A NICE XMAS LINE OF
DRESSING TABLES. DIVANS, EASY ROCKERS, MUSIC CABINETS,
STOOLS, STANDS, TEA TABLES, AND LADIES' WRITING DESKS.
MORE GOODS ARE ARRIVING EVERY DAY AND OUR STOCK IS
THE LARGEST IN THE CI lY FROM WHICH TO MAKE YOUR SELECCALL AND SELECT WHAT YOU WISH, AND WE WILL
TIONS.
SET IT ASIDE FOR YOU FOR XMAS DELIVERY.

O. W. STRONG & SONS
WE WILL SELL YOU

1

JuvenileMinstrels Sdo

ij
--

5

i

Jvv
Vv

.

iV
V"
ft
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Carving Sets
Pocket Knives

Scissors and
Plated Ware

ACKER'S
DYSPEPSIA

TABLETS

cure dyspepsia and all disorders arising from indigestion. Endorsed by pby.

alclans every where. Bold by all drug- cists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
fcackage free by writing to W. II. Hookr U Co., Buffalo, N. Y. 1. H. O Rlelly
A CO., and B. H. Briggs ft Co.
-

--

Short Days of Winter.
The shortest days of the year are
gradually crawling upon us, and merchants and oilice working people
sro necessitated to turn on the elec
tric lights as early as half past four in
the afternoon. Though short now, especially the afternoons, daylight will
be curtailed still further until the 21st
of next mouth, when after a standstill

113-11- 7

South H rst Street

t

:

'

9

when we say that wa have at least as
good game, meats, poutry and the like
as are to be "had 1A this market. Some
people consider them better than most
we stand 6nlyas good." Everything
eatable in the wild or domestic meat
and poultry line we have in season.
Don't forget the staples, though beef,,
mutton, veal,' hanr, lamb, etc.

Wm. Farr,

BALDRIDGE

S

House Furnishings

to think about Photographs for Christ
mas. Remember that a dozen Photo
Christmas
graphs make twelve
presents.

not delay too long
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Beautiful Iron Beds, Mattresses
and' Springs

BUTMAISrS STUDIO
215 RAILROAD

Gold Avenue

Heating',Stovesfrom $2.50 up
Furniture, Ranges, Stoves,
Art Squares, Crockery

be-

fore making your engagements for sittings.

wd.

Htm

ill

Ave.

mmnimM

EARLY

Do

W--

PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always in Stock.
Morel Looks Best! Wears Longest! Sash, Dors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Cement, Glass Paint, etc.
Most Economical I Full Measure!
First 5treet and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

NOT TOO

IT

li-;,- .

Native and Chicago Lumber.

J

' A

AVENUE.

Giaesner,

..Borradaile & Co..

....Tailor.

Automatic 'phone 574
QAnth
Olitl
HlU UUUIU

UWAtlA
UUWUU

fitrAftt.

Albnouerqne.

V

Mex.

Have Your Carriage Repaired....
ARE SHOWING A NICE
LINE OF

Plated Coffee
and Tea Pots
OF THE LATEST DESIGNS.

Wliitxiev Company...,
;

mf

;

Mi
l

WE DON'T STRETCH THE TRUTH

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

"

The Daily Citizen
Want

117

West Kail

J. C.

. '

lt-f-

I

Geo. B, Williams, D

ww mi

Vr-- kl

'

un.

have a window full of them. Come In
and look at them. It's a case of the
ounce of prevention versus the pound
of cure.

7

L

COLOMBO HALL

this kind of a chest protector as low as
better kinds up to $2.50. We

35c and

?t ...

I

'

CHRISTMAS GOODS

Co.

and appreciative audience. The num- tention.
'
It Is believed that the effect of this
"The policy was collected. Rlchard- - bers rendered by the talented music
son told me that if I aided him in mak- ians were of a nature that won the advertising will be far reaching and
ing out certificates he would pay me unstinted praise of the lovers of ar- lasting. Just at this time New Mexico
handsomely.
He. paid me $200 at a tistic and attractive music. Beetho- Is a bone of contention in congress and
subsequent date. ' Mitchell was taken ven's Rondo, E minor, Sonata, was pre- that fact will cause the fruit speciNay-lo- r
mens to receive still greater notice, as
111 in the day time while talking to his sented by a trio. Miss Pratt, Miss
ret
Dl
Mauro,
was
Prof.
had-Jusand
and
coming from the territory about which
come
out of the
wife. He
n
ceived with hearty enthusiasm.
there is so much contention.
kitchen and fell in convulsions.
Miss Helmbeck, who has a voice of
After disposing of the above matter
wept when he saw his agony.
I told him all the physicians In the pleasing quality, sang "8e Saron the members present entered into a
world could not save the man's life. Rose" by Ardittl, as her first number, general discussion of railroad rates.
which greatly enhanced the attentive The outstanding committee at work on
x He said he was satisfied and refused
to call others. ' Richardson told me audience, by her clearness and deli- this subject reported in part only, and
an experi- cacy of tones. Miss .Helmbeck's ap asked for more definite Instructions as
that he was merely-makin.
ment with Devere and if successful he peared four times during the evening to their exact duties. It was the con
intended working the same scheme for and each appearance demonstrated the- census of opinion that a unanimous
1100.000. He left Mexico and asked me popular soprano s ability. Each num- kick against the present discrimina1
mantions In rates against Roswell might
. to meet him at Ei Paso in October.
I ber was rendered in an excellent
'
possibly have a slight effect upon the
'
did not go. I reported privately after ner.'
Edward F. Thomas made a most no Pecos system officials; if they prove
my first report to headquarters at New
York that MItcheU had died of strych ticeable impression by his rich basso, adamant, an appeal will be made to the
Have you a farm and do you
poisoning and that I thought it which was full of volume. He respond Interstate commission.
nine
want to trade It for a grocery 8
v
an
ed
reception
to
each
enthusiastic
was suicide. They asked me if ground
The prizes for the cake walk are on
ft
store T
'for contest exlBted and I told' them time he appeared, and that he was a exhibition
at Mandell's clothing store.
favorite was plainly manifested.
no."
Go and look at them.
Have you a horse and do you 8
Prof. Di Mauro, as a master of the
Dr. Harle's testimony created a seno
want to exchange It for a 8
violin,
occupies
a
place
of high esteem
Subscribe for The Citizen.
sation. Court adjourned, until Friday.
p'noT
vThe defense will offer no testimony. ; In the hearts of the lovers of the
stringed instrument.
The tones that
Have you a bicycle and do you 8
TRIMBLE & CO.
came from the violin in the hands of W.
Definition of a Kiss.'
want to exchange It for a
street,
proper
Second
noun;
between
and
professor,
Railroad
charmed and inspired,
the
Kiss is a
it is a name;
Copper tvenue
ncun because its the proper thing to do by their sweetnesB and clearness.
Miss Elizabeth Nay lor won for her
when you are ready and the heart is
you a gun and do you J?
and Mules bought and exchang
willing; plural number because two self a favorite place by her pleasing Horses
ed. Livery, Bale, Feed and
to trade it for a book- - X
gender,
It
because
perform It; common
and faultless qualities as a pianist.
iTanefer Stables
8
posMiss Margaret Jenks sang the "Song
is performed by one of each sex;
sessive case, because it possesses a of Thanksgiving," which was a most BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
you a wash boiler and do 8
delicate infatuation for the human race appropriate number and rendered in a
IHave want to exchange it for ft
Address W. L. TRIMBLE 6 CO,
aqd agree with toe parties performing pleasing and commendable manner.
rug?
Albwuerqua. N. M.
8
The discriminating accompaniment
the set, Kissing is closely connected
. With "bust," which Is a good old back
of Miss Pratt and Miss Hantborn Is
you a pair of skates and
broods expression, meaning a kiss that deserving of special mention.
you want to trade them 8
,
The hall was well filled and the en
is highly enjoyed by two greenhorns
Tuesday Night, Dec. a
who have powerful lungs to. perform thualastlc appreciation of the audience
..... .
8 U
mA X
the act wth.' In this case buss means waB mucn ,n eVidence. Following the
ONE NIGHT ONLY.
pne jtss; repus meD kit. again;
you want to exchange it jR
the tau wag cieared. ot the
mean a number of Kisses; torn-- cnalrs and the remainder of the eve- S
a baby carriage T
ibus means to be caught by the old ning devoted to dancing.
ROSA
BERRY'S
you a stove and do you g
folks; merrlbus means to steal a kiss;
' '
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
a refrlg- sympllbus means to kiss the hand in
to trade
8
stead of the lips; blunderbus means to
Alvarado.
kiss an old maid by mistake; and om
B
A.
V.
L.
Adklns,
Perkins,
E.
Grant
you
you
a dog and do
GRAND FIRST PART AND
xtibus means to kiss all present. Includ
Lucler, Denver; H. Bargman, Lou Gar- 8
a
for
Ex.
him
exchange
to
ing the mother-in-law- .
CAKE WALK.
bey, New York; H. 8. Salisbury and
wife, Geo. W. Salisbury, Whitewater,
BLACK MESA RESERVE.
Wis.; John Orr, A. H. Lewis, Kansas Prof. Devine's First Regiment Band 8
8
and Orchestra Wil Render
costs Yon ostg tc a wort
it
Forest Supervisor Breen Issues Notice City; J. B. Moore, Gallup; S. D. Heady,
the Music,
Lewis F. Haker, Chicago; H. R. Seljg,
as to Stock Grazing
San Francisco; H. Alexander, Santa
I am advised by the department that Fe; Mrs. J. T. Clark, Pueblo; Sol. Ros- Dance Will Follow the Performance.
100,000 head of sheep will be allowed cnburg, St. Louis; A. Rife, J. Smith.
15
re
to graze on the Black Mesa Forest
John Stein, Kansas City; W. C. Reld.
serve of Arizona during the season of Las Vegas; William T. Sullivan, Den GENERAL ADMISSION, 50 CENTS
1903, from April 1 to December 1, dis- ver.
tributed upon the different sheep
.Get your tickets reserved at O. A,
Columns.
ranges aa follows:
Matson 4. Co.'s store Advance sale at 3
Hotel Highland.
Ja
Range No. 1, 30,000 head.
W. A. Bright, Mrs. R. B. Evans, Co Matson's, Saturday, Nov. 29.
Range No. 2, 20,000 head.
lumbia. Mo.; Mrs. A. L. Riley, Mrs. L.
Range No. 3, 30,000 bead.
B. Wilber, Mrs. A. H. Lapham, Mrs.
Range No. 4, 20,000 head.
Eyre, Buftalo, N. Y.; L. A. Falres, El
The closed areas where sheep are Paso.
not allowed to graze in 1903 will be the
Sturges' European.
CALL AND EXAMINE
same as during the season 1902.
OUR
Mr. and Mrs. B. O. Wright, New
A number of permits were revoked
LARGE LINE OF
last year for trespassing on the ex- York; P. J. Towner, Las Vegas; A.
cluded areas and from coming on the Knaebel, Bland; Fred C. Btelnbauer
reserve with more sheep than allowed tnd wife, Denver; H. Mauser, Los An- in uermits. and are denied permits for teles; H. B. AlevanUer, Geneva, ill.
the coming season.
Metropolitan.
Thirty thousand head of cattle and
Rev. Joseph P. Rittger, Milwaukee,
liorses will bo Krazed on the Black Wis.
Mesa reserve during the next year.
'
reserved for
A indications will be
Grand Central.
V. L. GuBtln, Traverse City. Mich.

to dysentery.
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Horses Shod With Us
We Guarantee

lljfp
J.

i

uuruusH nepaireu.

Our

Work
Our Pi ices Are Lower
Than Ever Before . .

Korber. &Co.,

Corner First Street and Copper A venue,

ALBUQUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO.
N. M,
Albuquerque,

J
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Project of the Builders of 8an Diego
A. Eastern.
George W. Marston, president of the
San Diego & Eastern railway, has returned from New York, where he has
I pen for the past month In the interest
of the construction of that road from
Sen Diego to Yuma and thence to a
continental conncct'on In Arizona. Mr.
Marston says:
"Several New York capitalists sre
actively planning to build this new
line. They have a bold object in view.
One which will require $25,000,000.
They are therefore moving cautlonsly.
The line proposed will have connections to enable it to get its share oi
transcontinental business. Several of
the roads are building southwestward,
and the harbor cf San Diego Is sought
for as a Pacific port."

...THE FAIR....
ESTABLISHED 1886.

Crockery, Glassware and
China in all its branches.
Graniteware, Unionware, Delf-warTinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and Coffee-th- e
best with premium.
Give us a rnll
n
e.

J. W . MALETT k

CLASSIFIED ADS.

I

WILL COST $25,000,000.

M"

CCUMWIO

,

Mote
Ail classlflea advertisements
A
dose of the Hit or tk',et "liners," one cent a word for

lers before each Insertion. Minimum charge for
meals will in- - any classified advertisements, 16 cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
1,1,1 e perfect di- .
all "liners" should be left at this of,'s,l"Iiystin
p. m.
v, "latino the Re- - fice not later than I o'clock
- ciftious
of the
jT.5
"tomach. It PERSONAL PrtOPERTY. LOANS.
kilt 4 "ll II lJ vuic

j"i'4'

vy.'Kf-iaxi-

a.

HONEY TO LOAN

t yspepsia,
I

X ..STOMACH-

--

C
w

eadactie.

elinsiipation, and
Maria, lever
end Ague. Try it,

714.492 derived from investments aud
miscellaneous sources, was $688,831,-287- .
'jne deductions from Income aggregated $458,459,961.
This amount
comprised Interest on funded debt,

ALBERT

303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINI4
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time is given.
Witnout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATS OFFICES,
OFEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 ami 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

PABER,

A

Most Appropriate Xmas Gift

is a beautiful Rug and we are
an elegant assortment
showing
lines,
rental of leased
betterments
charged to Income, taxes of $49,426,-675- ,
of fine Oriental, Wilton, Axmln-ste- r,
Cured of Piles After 40 Years.
and various minor expenditures.
Mr. C. Haney, of Geneva, Ohio, had
Smyrna, Body Brussels and
The dividends declared on stocks
the tiles for forty years. Doctors and
Tapestry Rugs in carpet sites
WANTED.
dollars could do him no lasting good. amounted to $150,685,959, substantially
and smaller sizes that are as atDe Witt's Witch Hazel Salve cured him $29,834,690 greater than for the previ- WANTED A good cook, man pre- surplus
year.
tractive as the lustrous color
operafrom
ous
The
the
avecan
cuts,
permanently.
at 515 West Coar
rerred.
Invaluable for
Ings and the artistic patterns of
nue.
burns, bruises, sprains, laceraMons, ec- tions of the roads was $79,185, 367.
zema, tetter, salt rheum, and all other The complete report for the previous FOR SALE Mrs. Bearrup has a schol
ths Rugs. Ws aer also snowing
year gave a surplus of $84,764,782.
skin diseases. Look for the name
arship at the Albuquerque Business
fine lines of Sofa Pillows, Poron the package all others are
college which she wishes to sell
Miss Alberta Staetson, Minnie Cochtieres, Drawn Work, Couch and
cheap, worthless counterfeits.
J. H. ran,
cheap. Inquire at 000 North Third
Hattie Brown, Lessie Keith. Clara
Table Covers, Muslin and Lacs
O'Reilly & Co.; D. H. Briggs & Co.
street.
Wilson Mattie May Dodson and Hazel
Curtains.
Cehrlng, are the seven little girls who WANTED Three city lots, desirable
DEDICATE NEW SHOPS.
for erecting a piano repair shop; in
will appear in the Japanese Willow
exchange for a fine piano. Call at
Colombo hall
at
sextette
Plate
Vattern
San Bernardino Will FoTlow Example December 2.
Hall & Learnard's music store.
of Topeka Shopmen.
o
WANTED Woman or little girl to
As a housewarmlng for the new San
PAUL MORTON ON RATES.
help me to canvass III Paso and inOLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 187ft
ta Fe shops the employes of the com
tervening towns. Mrs. Corbin, Alpany, at San Bernardino will give a He Advocates a Raise of 10 Per Cent
buquerque College Building, Lead
All Along the Line.
dance and entertainment the night of
avenue, between First and Second
"Railroad freight rates are lower
November 29. Several of the buildings
streets.
have already been turned over to the than they ought to be under the new SITUATION WANTED Married man,
company by the contractors, and It Is scale of wages and the present cost of
25 years of age. In perfect health,
in one of these that the entertainment supplies and materials which railroads
desires situation. Last employed as
will be held. A collection is being tak have been obliged to pay owing to the
Salary received, $100.
accountant.
en up to defray the expenses of the af- great prosperity of the country." Paul
Bond, $8,000. Finest endorsements.
Carries tha Largaat
Flour, drain
fair. Several officials of the Santa Fe Morton, second vice presidetn of the
at noat Estaaslv
Will consider any offer except retail
will be asked to address the men and Santa Fe, made this statement, says
Stock el
,
clerkship.
L. S. L., this ofAddress
Provisions.
and
their guests. A regular program Is be a Chicago dispatch, and followed It up
Staple QroceHes
fice.
ing prepared and refreshments will be by declaring that a campaign was
foaaa esthweet.
Car lots a specialty.
terved. It Is said to be the first affair about to be started with a view to WANTED 3 young men from Albu
querque and vicinity at once to preof the kind ever held by the railroad raising all freight rates in territory
FARfl AND FRE1QHT WAQONS. ;
pare for positions In the government
men of the far west, though In other weBt of Chicago to the Pacific coast.
Albuquerque
service. Apply to Inter-StatCorres.
Railroad Avenue
places It is quite the thing when a new Mr. Morton advocates an advance In
Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
-shop building Is completed.
freight rates of al least 10 per cent.
measure, will have to be taken WANTED The public to know that
"Some
FRISCO SHOE 8HOP.
the Roosevelt rooming house has
X)eX)eX)eX3eX)0OetteX)exro
very speedily," declared Mr. Morton,
Get your shoes repaired at the Frisco
changed hands; first class rooms;
freight
to
our
readjust
all
tariffs
"to
shoe shop. Best material and work309 and 311 Railroad avenue. Levi
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP BROS. & OO.
the situation.
manship guaranteed
at reasonable meet the demands of
Reynolds, proprietor.
railways
and
Everything
need
that
the
prices; 401 West Railroad avenue, cor
;
deal in has been raised in price. The WANTED Ten men In each state to
ner Fourth street.
travel, tack signs and distribute samviews I have expressed are the views
o
ples and circulars of our goods. Salof others also, and we are going to try
ROCK ISLAND INVOLVED.
.
ary $60 per month; $2.75 per day for
to do something to readjust our rates."
expenses. National Soap Works.Chl-cago- .
Suit Involving $150,000 on the Wiggins
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
It Is estimated that each of the large
Ferry Deal.
railroad systems entering Chicago are
The trial of the $150,000 damage suit handling from 2,000 , to 3,000 more WANTED Manager of new branch of
of Dr. Louis E. Newman, trustee of the freight cars each week than they did
Ws manufacture Leather Pants, Coats, Moccasins, Blacksmith
our business here In Albuquerque.
& !;
u sj
U:m- ,- "
estate of his father, the late Socrates at this time last year. The source
Aprons, and maks Angora Rugs.
Address at once, with references, Aland
Furs.
of
Hides,
Tanning
8klns
Satisfaction
Newman, against the Mercantile Trust from which this Immense Increase in
Ws do Custom
fred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
company and others, growing out of a freight comes has not yet been figured
guaranteed. Ws pay ths highest prices for PelU which ws use In
Ohio.
"
,
deal In Wiggins Ferry company stock out by traffic managers. They have
making our leather goods.
.
Men
WANTED
learn
barber
to
.
fail to examine our exhibit at ths fair.
Don't
last spring, was commenced In Judge been too busy trying to keep the bust
Special
day
thirty
offer.
More
Fisher's division of the circuit court, ness moving to enter into a study of trade.
experience in one month than shops
says a St. Louis telegram.
the conditions that, have produced It.
In one year. Abundance of practice,
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Heavy traffic was expected and rail
qualified teachers, tools presented,
vosoeo
Railway company, John Scuilin and road managers have been straining
wages Saturdays, diplomas granted
Festus J. Wade are defendants with every resource to prepare for It, but
,
ALBUQUERQUE
0
competent.
Quick
and positions when
the Mercantile Trust company. The the realization has been far In excess
system is
practical
method.
Our
and
suit grew out of the contest between of anything that had been anticipated.
well known. Established in 1893.
the Mercantile Trust company and the An attempt has been made to estl
Branches In New Orleans, St. Louis,
Mississippi Valley Trust company to mate the excess of the present freight
MANUFACTURERS OF
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
jngvrj- secure a majority of the Wiggins traffic of the country over that of a
you want to be a barber write,
If
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
stock.
years ago by comparing the number of
Moler System Barber College Rep
Dr. Newman entered into an agree freight cars' In active service now and
Office and Store Fixtures.
resentative, Albuquerque, N. M.
ment with the Mercantile Trust com at the former date. This method is
Turning
and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order.
Wood
to
lady
Catholic
WANTED
Active
pany to sell 100 shares of Wiggins found to be unsatisfactory, as there
Mall Orders Solicited. .
"4 .
work at home; $36 paid for 12 days'
stock for $500 a share. The agree- has been a vast change In the capacity
403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
trial; permanent It satisfactory
ment contained a clause that the Mer- of the cars lately turned out. From
John Engwall, Lakeside Bldg., Chi
e)oeoe)OeCeKe)OeKer
cantile Trust company would not be the official reports it is shown that
cago.
obliged to accept the stock unless the there are In use on the railroad lines
owners of a majority of the stock of the country 1,500,000 freight cars.
FOR SALE.
agreed to sell by May 5. The Mercan-tall- e The increase for the fiscal year closed
acting
company,
FOR
was
SALE Complete Job printing
which
Trust
last June was about 70,000 cars and It
and newspaper plant; ' material in
for the Rock Island company, sent a is estimated that 80,000 more will lie
good opportunity
good condition;
check for $50,000 to Dr. Newman April turned out of the shops during the cur(Incorporated)
now to establish plant on one of the
28. it is stated.
rent year.
Ad
territory.
new
tue
accepted
railroads in
Dr. Newman avers that ho
There has been during the past year
dress Lock Box 314, Albuquerque,
the check on the condition that the and a half an increase 01 the number
N. M.
Mercantile Trust company had fully of freight cars of slightly over 10 per
carried out the agreement and obtain- cent. The number of new cars put FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
ed a majority of the stock. He also Into use, however, does not show the
of old papers, good for wrapping
Wool, Hides,
avers that the Mercantile Trust com- Increased
purposes, cheap. Addres3, The ClU
capacity
for handling
pany had not secured a majority of the freight. The size has been increased
en, Albuc.uerque, N. M.
stock on May 5.
to such an extent that the capacity of FOR BADS Old papers, 25 cents per
We handle
He tendered the $50,000 to Mr. the new cars turned out Is estimated
hundred, at the Citizen office.
K. C. Baking Powder,
Wade, president of the Mercantile to be 30 to 40 per cent greater than
Navajo Blankets,
FOR RENT.
Trust company, and demanded the re- that of the old ones.
Curtice Canned Goods,
1
Mr.
states
that
turn of the stock. He
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms at
Wade told him that he had turned the
Little Miss Ethel and Master Frank
718 Kent avenue.
certificates of the stock over to the Scottl, aged 3 and 3V4 years old, are
Houses at
QgAT B Nft
Rock Island company. Dr. Newman going to do their best to win the cake FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M, EAST LAS
per
baths.
to
week
with
$5
from
$1.50
$1,500
was
worth
avers that the stock
at Colombo hall on December 2.
The Englewood, 205 North Second
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR
a share.
j
The Davenport Sofas,
street. Strong block.
Attorneys Noble and Shields repreETA, N. M.
sent Dr. Newman. The defendants seems to come under the head of a
MISCELLANEOUS.
are represented by former Judge Jacob long felt want. It is not a classic in
Klein and Attorneys James L. Blair, furniture designing, just a great big DIAMONDS, watches and silver novel
18 IT
Clinton Howell, J. H. Zunihalen and luxurious, roomy affair, whose sole
ties at factory prices. Money refund
8IMON BALLING, Proprietor.
mission is to do away with that tired
J. S. Laurie.
ed If not satisfactory. Send for IllusSuccessor to Hailing liros.
feeling. We have them In all styles
trated catalogue, free. Manhattan
Telephone
RAILWAY EARNINGS.
and shapes; will fit any place in the
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land, Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
easy
of
house. Also a fine line
leather
New York city.
YOU WANT?
Nearly Two Billion Dollars for Fiscal chairs, rockers ami couches. Don't
We desire patronage, and we
Year and Over Fifty Millions
QUICK
TO LOAN.
AND RELIABLE!
fail to see them before making your
baking.
guarantee
Greater Than for Previous
purchase. Futrcl!"' Furniture Co.
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
St.,
$5,000 Money to loan on good real es 207 S. First
Twelve i.iontht.
The preliminary report of the intertate security. M. E. Hlckey, Crom
Any man vao doesn't take advantTHE COLORADO TELEPHONE
state commerce commission on the In age of our great bhirt sale by laying In
well building.
..ND TELEGRAPH CO.
come account of the railways in the a supply for the next twelve months,
United States for the year ending ought not to wear any. The Lion
For the youth who Is particular
uoocxxcocoocxxxacxDccx-coc- r'
June 30 lust, contains returns of rail Store.
about bis winter overcoat, we have
way companies operating iju,- - .0 miles
gathered an assortment out of which
AND WOMEN. he will lie sure to find
of line, or probably 98 per cent of the
Just what he
sjS MEN
Cm Big
fur unnatural
HOTEL CLAIRE...
total railway mileage of the United
bar tff,iiirli,li,uat loiiri. wants. Lightweight and heavy; gray,
ittMtliMia
or i! ntiuli. l.rown or black, and every stylo Into
States.
'
tnucutltt
SANTA FE, N. M.
;f these
i unit".,
The passenger earnlnps
u,i
n.iiii,. which an overcoat can be made, will
EVKSCh(M VI:
. ill nr M,.'mu-- .
H3V6 West Railroad Avenue.
and the freight
roads were $
Ik; found here. And our prices are exOrurfc-UlSold l7
CIHCH.TI.C EUT.i
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
these and
$l,200,S81,Kii3. Including
tremely low considering the value you
ul ia (.I
LIGHTED, 8TEAM HEATED,
other earning from operation, gross
get. I'riccs range $3.50 up. Simon
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
earnings amounted to $1,71 1,754, 2')0, or
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
MELINI & EAKIN
BATHS AND
SANITARY
$S,i.i per mile of line, and operating
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
Orders taken for every known make WHOLESALE LIQUORS & CIGARS
expenses to $1,106,137,405, or $5,645
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
per mile of line, showing that the net
COMMERCIAL MEN.
FOR
Hardware comr tny.
ivsHst
earnings were $6n3, 616,795, or $3,091
W'ti handle everything in our line
Kiff H.l.SH
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
per mile. The net earnings were
Uitstillers Agents
I.'
Already are the Juveniles on the
PLAN- iui,iiir. ivr
greater than during the previ
I.Mlt- "anxious bench" in regard to their Special distributors Taylor & Williams
(7 liar..
GEO. E. ELLIS,
ous year.
Louisville, Kentucky.
:
4
Christinas gifts.
r UUl k" .. Ui.sv.
r.
The total income cf the operating
,
Iks
Proprietor and Owner,
.iiiu ,0 a - Hul l b
roads of the country, including $82,'
Subscribe fur the Citizen.
WK Uii
Ill 8. First St, Albuquerque, N. M.
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CHRISTMAS CARPETS

and rugs, such as we offer at this season of the year, are not made to last
for a few weeks only they wear well,
and If sent as Christmas gifts furnish
a dally reminder of the glrer. Think
of the long winter nights you'll cheer
by the presentation of one or more of
our elegant, warm rugs.

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West End Viaduct
Cor. Second 8treet and Gold Avenue

,

Frank Tcmci &Bros.
ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS
119 RAILROAD AVE.
Only shop In town wl.ich employs
first class workmen.
Thirty years' experience In selecting the latest novelties In the
finest
Imported
Worsteds and
Tweeds. Goods from all the leading cloth firms of Europe and
America.
The best cloth display for Fall
and Winter In Mexico.
We solicit your patronage,
dressers. Satisfaction guar-anteor no sale.

All

gerv-tleme-n
ed

7?H

'

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchisoii,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
.$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,000.00

To-pe- ka

.

.

'

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi-

dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
.A B. McMillan.

H. F. Raynolds,

THERE IS NOTHING
LIKE LEATHER....
and there is nothing in the city like the assortment of leather pocketbooks. gent's
traveling cases, etc., etc., that we will be
glad to show and quote special prices.

T. Y. Maynard.

the Jeweler.

Watch inspector A., T. & S. F.

Still a Growing'
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do to we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE A SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to ault from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the moat of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas. Everyone knows that w keep the very best to be had
In the territory.

A. J. MALOY, 214

W. Railroad Ave

,

a

e

Wool Pullers, Tanners
and Manufacturers .....
JJtjr

.
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Planing Hill Co.,

eeoeeceeeco

GROSS, KELLV &C0.

Pelts

t
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PIONEER BAKERY

Service

first-clas-

s

JOE RICHARDS,

OsX)t0OOf)OOtXeKOOsK
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
lieu l elepnone No. 115.

CIGARS

KsKecseKecesoes

i

.Irt-t-

$31,-oj5,4-

LOCAL

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMHERCIAL

CLUB BUILDJNO.
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growers of this county, was here from
Wlnslow to pay his taxes for the present year, which amounted to orer
ICOO.

the fate of sufferers from dyspepsia and indigestion
If your food remains undigested It can't build up the
body. In fact, It does actual damage by decaying In the
stomach and poisoning the system.
Is

The report has gone abroad that
Flagstaff has more marriageable wom
en of uncertain age than any town in
women over 20
Arisona. Thirty-fivyears is not many for a town of the
population of Flagstaff.
e

CSffiDBdDL

Digest

What You Cat.

Beautiful Clear Skies.

the sensible remedy, fcy digesting what yon
Hei bine exerts a direct Influence on
eat it strengthens the body and at the same time rests the bowels, liver and kidneys,
the stomach. This rest soon restores perfect health., ,n and strengthening these
.
Cathartics and stimulants only reach the symptoms.
cona
normal
maintaining
in
them
end
Kodol cures. It Is Nature's tonic
comKodol la

Z

Fire yean aro ad lrae the doctors called flrnDewla took such a bold on me that I could
earceiT rro. I vook quantities 01 pepsin ana oiner mraicinee, nut nomine pel pea me. as
IfpltanlmnroTcmpntatonpi.andaCt
arownlnmaiicritaBtrwIraUhlatKodol.
nocona, lex.
a lew Doitiea am sound ana weu.
ubobu b. iumh, Aiiorocy-a-L-

It can't help but do you good.which sells for
Ibetlbottleeoiitalns214tlmeamneh (nctaalmpftvnrFment) as the trtnl
Prepared hy E

tcwirrs

size

I

50c

IeWltt A Co.. Chicago, gold hy all dealer.
a aoothlne, healing application for piles, sure, uai
witch fiazci salve akin
dlseaMa. Beware 01 counterfeits
J. H. ORIELLY & CO., A NU B. M. 1HUOUS ft CO
O.

From the Argus.
F. J. Wattron' returned from Los Angeles on No. 2.
Industrial Teacher Woolsey, who
(pent the past two weeks In Idaho, returned to Whiterlver.
Mrs. J. L. Clark and son, Dick, returned from Los Angeles. Dick, whose
eyes were treated by a specialist, is
much Improved.
H. H. Scorse claims to have felt two
distinct earthquake shocks last Monday. The movement was from east to
west and the exact time was 12:55 p.
m. The shock was heavy enough to
move tables and swing the lamps. No
one else seemed to notice it, but as
Harry has experienced several during
Ms many years' residence in Arizona,
no one doubts the report. San Fran- Cisco papers report a heavy shaking up
of Islands in the Pacific, and this was
undoubtedly a slight shock from the
same source.

dition of health: thus removing a
mon cause 01 yellow, moinr, creasy
8Kin, ana more or less 01 pinipien
blotches and blackheads. 60c at Cos
mopolitan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe,

WILLIAMS.

Cherry Pectoral
What would you ib
the next time you
have a hard cold if

you couldn't get

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral? Better think
SI.
!..
AyerCo.,
J.
this over.
Lowo.i, Vic.
SOe.,

O.

From the News.
Mrs. Joseph Johnston returned from
Phoenix. She reports Mrs. Johnston s
mother, whom she was called to see,
as being In a slightly Improved

ARIZONA TOWNS
HOLBROOK.

-

Ayer's

per cent, but when the territory as
sumes the responsibility the rate will
be reduced to about 5 per cent, a con
siderable saving and a great conveni
ence to the taxpayers of the county.
Best Liniment on Earth. '
I. M. McMany, Greenville, Texas,
writes, Nov. 2, 1900: "I had rheuma
tism last winter, was down in bed six
weeks; tried everything, but got no
relief, till a friend gave me a part of a
bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment. I
used it and got two more bottles. It
cured me and I haven't felt any rheumatlsm since. ' I can recommend Snow
Liniment to be the best liniment on
earth for rheumatism." For rheumatic, sciatic or neuralgic pains, rub In
Ballard's Snow Liniment, you will not
suffer long, but will be gratified with a
speedy and effective cure. 25c, 60c
and $1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy,
B. Ruppe.
FLAGSTAFF.

A. F. Poison and Mesdames Fanshler
aud Carney returned from their trip to
orthern California In quest of timber
land. They were successful, as were
the rest of the party, some of whom
will return later.
Ellery Knowles, of Deadwood, S. D.,
visited the News office last Saturday.
Mr. Knowles has been with a party of
surveyors for the past two months,
doing government work In this county,
and left Saturday night for his home
to resume his duties as a clerk in the
Deadwood postofQce.
Topographer F. E. Matthes has com
pleted his work at the Grand Canyon,
so far as the appropriation made by
congress would allow. Messrs. Dough
and Dunnington, of the topographic de
partment, spent tho first of the week
at the canyon and on Tuesday, with
Mr. Mathes, left for Prescott. It is un
derstood that the work will be resum
ed soon and carried as far west as
Bass' camp on the canyon.
It is expected that work on the smel
ter, east of town, will commence with
in the next two weeks, or as soon as
the newly made special machinery ar
rives from Denver. Messrs. H. I.
and W. L. George arrived In the
city Monday from the east and will
proceed to get things in readiness for
its installation. The members of the
Anita Consolidated Copper company
have every faith In the process invent
cd by Mr. George for the economical
treatment of their ore In the canyon
district and upon the arrival of the
new equipment things are very likely
to get a hustle on themselves in this
Immediate section.

tain, at the old Wheeler cabin, snow is
eighteen inches deep. Telephone lines
have been Interfered with all over
town and It will take a day or two to
get them connected up again.
One Minute Cough Cure
Is the only harmless cough cure that
gives quick relief. Cures coughs, colds,
croup, bronchitis, whooping cough,
pneumonia, asthma, la grippe, and all
throat, chest and lung troubles. I got
soaked by rain, says Gertrudde E. Fen
ner, Muncle, Ind., and contracted a se
vere cold and cough. I failed rapidly;
lost 48 lbs. My druggist recommend
ed One Minute Cough Cure. The first
bottle brought relief; several cured
me. I am back to my old weight, 148
lbs. One Minute Cough Cure cuts the
phtegm, relieves the cough at once,
draws out inflammation, cures croup.
An Ideal remedy for children. J. H.
O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Brlggs & Co.

Let us figure on your plumbing.

buquerque Hardware

Al

company.

Ed Corcoran and Alberta Stactstin
are going to be in the monster cake
walk, so will Hattle Brown and Matle
Dodson, Hazel Gehrlng and Lessle
Keith, and Clara Wilson and Ed

DUNBAR'S

J.

REAL
ESTATE
COLUMN

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

to Loan on uooa Real Estate
Security at Low Rates of
.

Interest

FOR RENT 1 famished house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
stable, up to date; Third street.
brick, on South
FOR RENT
Fourth street; $16 per month.
brick, East Rail
FOR RENT
road avenue; $18 per month.
adobe, corner
FOR RENT
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; $12.
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
houses; modern improvements; 6
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms in good
locations.
FOR SALE Good business lots on
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE 160x100 feet corner Coal
avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
street at a bargain; house and stable
on land about three miles out; will
sell for part cash and balance at 8
per cent.
FOR SALE On a desirable corner in
brick house,
Fourth ward,
with bath room and all modern conveniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
cement sidewalks and lawn.
FOR SALE On North First street,
frame house, 2 lots 50x142 feet,
for $1,100; can be bought on installments if purchaser desires.
FOR SALE 10 acres near the new
woolen mill; also some acreage on
North Fourth street.
brick house and
FOR SALE
bath room; good stable, chicken
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
of good water. Price, $1,800. This

flOORE

(ESTABLISHED 1888.)

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.
Money

M.

'

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAMLLO COUNTY REAL Et
TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED, RENT8 COLLECTED. TAXES .AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company
1.

Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

41O4KO4fOOKK4KO4COO44O4O44OO4K0

...Bachechi & Giomi...
WHOLESALE DEALERS

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies

From the Sun..
Before buying your boy a new winter
Owing to the snow storm the public
overcoat, you should see our line. We
schools were given a vacation last
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
Thursday and Friday.
have just received all the latest styles.
iaaaaap.
The long military, double breasted coat FOR SALE ilrlck house, 8 rooms,
F. L. Noble, the Postal telegraph
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE 80UTHWEST. ORis very popular for boys from 4 to 8;
line repairer, was here recently from
with bath, gold stable. Lots 150x142
DERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. PRICES
Aveup.
Railroad
Stern,
Simon
$5.60
Ash Fork. The storm was hard on the
feet, in Highlands. Price, $1,800.
telegraph lines, going down in many
nue Clothier.
GIVEN ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP8 ST.
FOR SALE: One mile out, 4 acres of
o
o
places.
good, highly cultivated land, with
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED- BEER.
If you want to avoid the penalty,
ST. JOHNS.
Oswald Rueckwert and M. Harron
of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc,
lota
1.
your
pay
December
before
taxes
expect
They
to
left for Tonto Basin.
Good house and stable. The place
From the Snips.
o
days, and they
be gone
is In a fine location, near Mountain
Home Made Mince Meat
The double wedding of Hiram and will put about fifteen
in their spare time deer hunt
Road; was formerly called the Mid-valThe Farr meat market Is the place
John Jones to the two beautiful daugh ing.
property; will be sold cheap.
to purchase first class home made
ters of J. T. Patterson, was celebrated
Gospel Mission
Clinton Reed, of
A Dangerous Month,
brick house,
mince meat. Will sell from one pound FOR SALE Fine
in grand style. Bishop C. P. Anderson Union, Kansas City,theIs
here awaiting
This is the month of cough, colds to a ton. It is first class try some.
North Fourth street; bath room;
performed the ceremony. The evening
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
transportation to Tuba City, where he and acute catarrh. Do you catch cold
o
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
was devoted to dancing.
among
pies
a
will
do
and
In
with
work
mission
cakes
hoarse,
yourself
bread,
Home
the
made
easily?
Find
walks.
The Apache county warrant case was
on the reservation for the next tickling In your throat and an annoy- at Mrs. Ackers, 501 Keleher avenue.
FOR SALE 2 Iota, Gold avenne, near
decided last week. The claim involv dians months,
o
ing cough at night Then, you should
corner Third street; includes Albu
ed amounted to about $21,000. The de- three
Notice.
W. R. Page came over from Prescott always have handy, a bottle ol Balquerque planing mill.
cision provides that this and Navajo
whoaa it may concern:
1 KftA
.n,.t- - .hot! no. .hn
oaxh I and left the following day for the lard's Horehound Syrup. J. A. Ander- To1 have this
my Inter FOR SALE Fine place, South Broad
day
of
all
sold
TZTTT-T-T-T
T
"
3 lots, 150x142 feet; with wind
ion, 3a wesi nun ei., dii
eL This Is about
of the I Y'
est In the Whitson MubIc company to way;
uemg
111 wuu lyynuiu iot-n.,
aa
juun
uorenouna
s
JLD.
nse
JlX
JZjy
"W6
ualiara
writes:
stable,
good
house,
tank;
mill
and
claim and Is a decided victory for the
er In Mercy hospital In Phoenix, and Is Syrup for coughs and colds. It gives Emma C. Whitson, who will collect ac
good
garden,
alfalfa,
houses,
chicken
,
counties.
by
owing
Improving.
Immediate relief. We know Its the counts and debts due and
etc. Look at this property.
We received news of the 'death of slowly following
pupils of the Interme best remedy fot these troubles. I write the said Whitson Music company, and FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
The
MrB. Estefanita R. Nuanes. She was a
thereof.
all
liabilities
settle
High
department of the Emerson
this to Induce other people to try this
good lodging and boarding house.
etster of Mrs. Hunt, of this city. She diate
PRESCRIPTIONS I
A. D. WHITSON.
nor absent pleasant and efficient remedy." 25c,
SALE: Fine bouse ot 7 rooms,
FOR
also has a son and daughter living school were neither tardy
11, 1902.
Albuquerque,
Nov.
during
Ruth
month:
school
last
the
PharmaCosmopolitan
aOe and $1.00 at
with path room, furnished; in High
here. She lived here formerly and Is
LIGHT.
o
lands; splendid location; trees, stawell known by the entire native popu- Baker, Charles Marshall, George Veit, cy, B. Ruppe.
COOL.
Excellent
Dinners.
Ella
Vail
and
Anbineau
Paul
Mutual Telephone 43.
terms,
to
sympa$3,000;
Emt
many
Wear.
etc.
ble,
lawn,
Price,
Her
are
lation.
friends
The Colambua hotel, 204 South Sec
Col. James McLaughlin completed
For over Sixty rears.
Retains
preuure on
on
thizing with the bereaved relatives.
$50j,
balance
cash
installments
established
an
upstairs,
street,
ond
has
remedy.
An
old and well tried
the transfers of the lands belonging to
iipeor Back.
Severest
by the month, at per cent interest,
Albuquerque
Syrup baa reputation for first class dinners, fam
Railroad Avenue,
Mr. Winslrw'a Soothing
Hernia
undentrapi.
the Tuba City settlers and left for Ya
Anxious Moments.
Dy
years
paid.
pro
olxty
until
Hopkins,
ily
over
O.
style.
Mrs.
E.
for
used
been
.with CouXetU.
Never
move.
JWashington,
busi
klma,
he
has
where
Some of the most anxious hours of a
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
millions of mothers for their children prietress.
mother's life are those when the little ness as inspector of the land depart while teething with perfect success.
o
rooms and bath room ; electric lights,
Try Mrs. Acker's potato cakes and
ones of the household have the croup. ment that will keep him busy the bal It soothes tho child, soften the gums,
and all modern Improvements, in a
allays all pata, cures wind colic, and home made mince meat.
There is no other medicine so effective ance of the year,
fine location. Price, a.500.
remedy
aiarrnoea.
is
for
Is
the
best
in this terrible malady as Foley's
adobe house on
FOR
SALE
dragby
taste;
Sold
p'.easaat
tc
the
clothes
gents'
Gem.
Ladles'
and
From
the
Honey and Tar. It Is a household fav
corner
street
of
and Slate aveFifth
world.
kn
of
the
everr
Dart
cists
intown,
con
bought;
107 North First street.
Charles S. Howard is
orite for throat and lung troubles, and
value
Twenty-fiv- e
built and
nue.
modern
bottle.
Its
house
la
a
This
cents
as it contains no opiates or othe fined to his room with pneumonia.
Is Incalculable.
Be sure ana asa xor
will be sold at a bargain.
costs you less per month, on mon
It
George
Black
Thompson
Wick
and
poisons it can be safely given. AlvaraMrs. Wlnslow'a Soothing Syrup, na ey borrowed from the Mutual Building FOR SALE The Kimball place, on
Jr., killed the largest buck deer last take no otter kind.
do Pharmacy.
house;
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
association, of Albuquerque, for the
Saturday that has been killed In this
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
same time of loan, than from any othKINGMAN.
vicinity up to date.
WINSLOW.
Prlne, $2,250.
er toan association. It la a good asso: , - . V,
John Noble, one of the leading sheep
,
Officers FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
ciation to borrow from.
From the Miner.
From the Mall.
POOR COMFORT.Newt, Hart, the last typhoid fever and: directors:
H. Brockmeler, J
Third street, between Tijeraa road
Father Connelly returned from his
patient on the sick Rut at Gold Road F. Pearce, F. McKee, A. E. Walker,
and MarquetU avenue; good loca
visit to Flagstaff.
Good E. L. Medler, J. S. Beaven, B. A. Sley- tion for business.
R. C. Creswell shipped three cars of Cold Water Drinker Finds a Relief in Is now rapidly recovering.
.o.::::
. .. .. .
Postum Coffee.
brick house
water is now used in the camp and all ster, W. G. Hope and W. E. Rogers.
FOR SALE: Fine
cattle to Bixley & Patterson, of Ash
disappeared
south of postofflce; will be sold
Fork.
Our American people, who are nerv traces of sickness have
Pay your taxes. See notice of col
cheap.
would never among the miners,
Mr. and Mrs. John Noble will leave ou8 and overstrained,
column.
another
in
Miss Hall, niece of Mrs. CX W. lector
FOR SALE: Beautiful corner near the
in a few days for Phoenix, where they drink coffee if they knew how well and
park, on West Copper avenue, good
they would be without It. French and Mrs. Curomfngs, died at
will spend the winter.
Subscribe for the Dally Citizen,
In Kingman
bricK uouse, with all modern im
o
Julius Lesser and daughter, Adele,
"When I was a little chlhl." says the home of Mrs. French
D
had
provements and will be Bold cheap.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
returned from Los Angeles, where- Miss M. D'Alt. of Toueka, Kan., '"I last Sunday. The- young lady
pant
FLORIST.
and
permonths
THE
been
for
IVES.
ill
several
operation
orlck
SALE
near
FOR
house
an
have
coffee
drinking
of
they went to
commenced the
o
shops, with good stable and other Im
formed on Miss Adele eyes. 1 ne op-- 1 Naturally nervous, it made me as the her death was not unexpected. The
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No,
I
shipped
to
Lody
and
was
embalmed
provements, on a corner; will be sold
r,n a nindt tnUprnlilf
era t Inn nrnved Verv SUCCesful.
won
Hyde
over
street,
the
rcmueu. 205 South First
wnere
,n an unnatural state I
at a bargain.
Th heavy" snow.. Of the last two aaysA
Is prepared
store,
Exploring
Expitlon
"
I.
The bondsmen ef "Farmer'" Tobln tc give thorough scalp treatment, do FOR SALE Fine brick house near
reminds the old timers 01 now n.
of cxcjtement. I found, as I grew
siorm oWer that 1 wouij at times stagger as are just now mightily concerned as to hair dressiing, treat corns, bunions
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
ten years . ago.
'vt-ee
to be eight or
. ine
. ..
Two ot the heaviest
with 3 lota. Price, $2,400.
"
vaa general mrouguuui iu .n.,hoc
gives
a drunken person. It was coffee, for I his whereabouts.
mas
Ingrowing
She
and
nails.
In
and
him
turn
desired
to
of
and augurs well for a good supply
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs, FOR SALE: 4 room frame house on
had no desire to drink anything in liq bondsmen
sent an officer to his former residence
North Fifth street; $1,000; good lo
water for next spring.
uors.
only to learn that he had "gone to Cali Pambinl's own preparations of com
cation.
Dr. Brown Is enjoying a visit with
My health was very iad ana iuy
up
plexton
cream
the
skin
and
builds
possi
SALE Some fine corner lots on
FOR
Via wife aud daughter, who are return brother and I were talking of quitting fornia to hnnt for work." Is It
complexion,
Improves
are
and
the
West Coal avenue; also some good
ne to their home In California after a coffee, when I was strk'ken with ty ble that this good man has left bis guaranteed not to be injurious. She
$2,500?
for
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
ranches for sale.
visit In Ohio. Miss Prudence phoid fever, upon my recovery, my bondsmen in the lurch
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
Los
from
Metcalfe
Charles
returned
on
the
pneumonia
lodging
Wheat, write to
$2,750,
with
board
SALE
and
was attacked
allowed me no coffee Angeles, California, where he had and prevents dandruff and hair falling FOR
the brother vir"!I wished
cen- JOHN BEOKEK, Proprietor.
ing
good
a
in
house
and
location
imirnv and has been confined to will
BELEN, N. M.
again,
be
well
to
dead
out;
to
re
hair;
restores life
and said it
been making arrangements for the
trally situated, near depot and shops
hospital this week. It Is hoped she
I must stop its uae
moves moles, warts and superfluous
MaBHewWHWMaeWMMM
on
marpumice
placing
his
the
of
tufa
snppilllv recover.
new brick house
hair. Give her a trial. She also has FOR SALE
"For a number of years, cold water
In Highlands.
Lot 50x142 feet;
W. A. Parr has received an invita wa my only drink, but this was poor ket. He reports that he has arrange a very fine tooth powder, which she
A-LIVEperfected for the sale of
H.
$1,000.
tion to attend a family reunion to be comfort until about three years ago a ments now
guarantees to be free from all metallic
large
In
city
quantl
In
stone
the
the
Slmmi
in
January
hoirt ha first nart of
3
New
corner
SALE
FOR
lots
York
,
will package of l'ottum Food Coffee was firs. It dresses up beautifully and will substances. It perfumes the breath
avenue and Seventh Btreet.
Ventura county. California. Thismany
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
left at our house. We prepared It as be used for ornamentation
in
reunion
family
brick house; lot
FOR SALE
be the first
directed and found a wholesome, de
F. W. Iowery, one of the foremost clean and white. It Is highly recom
Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention
years and Mr. Parr will endeavor to at-- lirious drink; more than this, It has
50x142 feet; $1,500.
Denver, arrived in Kingman mended by all first class dentists. Al FOR SALE
lawyers
of
house,
Sec
North
tend.
Pure Light Brabma Egg for Hatching
me without causing the first of tho week and has been look so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
at strengthened
2 lots for $1,100.
A chorus choir has ben organized
street;
ond
cure.
pile
All
pimple
of
cure,
formerly
and
effects'
'after
those
terrible
litigation
cause
of
ing after the
in the
its
Albuqueraue Nw Mezic..
tr-Mettodlst church and made
with 501 North Flrt Street
FOR SALE Brick house,
evening. left upon me by coffee.
Moffatt vs the White Hills Mining and these preparations are purely vegetabargain
2
postofflce,
a
at
south
lots,
first appearance last Sunday
a
compounds.
ble
trial.
my
Give her
"I recommend Postum to all
Milling company.
Executions have
It added materially to the vigor of the friends and In my varied experience, I
frame house on
rUlt SALE:
been issued and the personal property Automatic telephone 490.
An anthem
congregational singing.
corner South Edith street; $1,300
Flour, Feed, Provision. Hay
on
without
effect
drink
first
find
of
a
company
it
safe
be
sold
consisting
the
will
of the
pressed $1 FOR SALE Fine property close in;
rendered by a quartette
nerves and the only one which week In December. Nothing Is known up.Gents' suits cleaned and
the
Smith
and drain.
Messrs.
Daze,
Mrs.
Mrs. Hoar.
8. Knopf, 107 North First street.
brick bouse and stable, modern imby the with me has filled a long felt want."
a to the disposition ot the mining
and Young, was greatly enjoyed
provements;
fruit,
of
alfalfa,
lots
Imported French and Italian
Many people who have stopped property.
Plumbing.
A tl lllflTlfA
wind mill and tank; will be sold
in. drinking coffee because of Its effect on
DBALERS IN
The rain and snow storm this week
We have added a plumbing departOoods.
District Attorney Burbage was
cheap.
In this ment and tin shop to our business.
o.A.niT th flrnt Dart of the week ar the nerves, will find the pure food was the heaviest ever known season
Lodging
12 rooms
FOR
SALE
house,
AND
MODORS.
GROCERIES
Sole areata lor Sao Antonio Lime.
part of the country at this
When you have anything In this line
ranging for the refunding of N'yJ drink, Postum. a beverage that when
Good location; cheap.
territory. The properly made touches the spot. The whole country Is soaked and snow to be done see ui about it before plact. Knniia hv theabout
$38,000 The pleases eye and palate and fills the va covers the high altitudes to a consld ing your order. Albuquerque
HardFree Delivery to all Parts of the City.
I
amount Involved is
t si ntViav A w n lr rtt n
naaAit an
erable depth. Qu the Wallapal moun ware company.
suouv t j tani
Old Phone 247
is
bu mu
North Third Street
Interest
of
rate
vmi usmm ve
resent
Worm Destroyer.
White's Cream Vermifuge, not only
kills worms, but removes the mucus
and slime, In which they build their
nests; it brings, and quickly, a healthy
condition of the body, where worms
cannot exist; 25c at Cosmopolitan
Tharmacy, B. Ruppe.
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Stone fell nearly fifty feet and struck
8ANTA rE CUT OFF.
on his head, but was soon able to care
on
Is
In
Ntw Line
Being for himself. Cochran was caught un- May Build Only Half Rumor of a Big
West
.ork
the most dreaded and deadly of all disHastened.
Traffic Deal with Rock Island.
der the wreck and was dragged for
eases, as well as pneumonia, and all
Senator Thomas tvearna. of TTtah. some distance and rendered unconThe report of an Important Santa lung troubles
are relieved at once and
and Richard C. Kerens, of St. Louis,' scious for an hour. He was later
Island deal comes from Las cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
have held a conference at Chiraso on brought to his home In Trinidad. Phy- Vegas, N. M., and Is believed to have Ing of all cough cures." Cures coughs
matters connected with the San Pedro, f sicians say he will be confined to uis originated with the Las Vegas backers and colds in a lay 25 cents. Your
Los Angeles 6 Salt Lake railroad. bed for several weeks.
of the Eastern Railway of New Mex money back if .r.ssatlsfled. Write for
W. H. Hooker ft Co.,
1 ney said that all the contests and the
ico, the corporate name of the pro- free sampl',.
"Buffalo N. Y. J. H. O Rlelly ft Co., and
legal obstacles over the right of way
A Liberal Offer.
posed Santa Fe cut off.
D. 11. Brlggs ft Co
had been disposed of and that the
The undersigned will give a free
It is stated that the cut off will be
road would be completed as rapidly as sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and constructed only from Rio Puerco the Missouri Pacific and the Orient
men and money could do the work.
Liver Tablets to any one wanting a re eastward to the point where it crosses road. The Stillwell line will give the
"We have completed 112 miles in liable remedy for disorders of the sto- the Rock Island tracKs, which is a Missouri Pacific and the other Gould
southern California, " said Mr. Kearns, mach, biliousness or constipation. This short distance north of Plnos Wells. lines an outlet to the Pacific coast.
"and construction is progressing on is a new remedy and a good one. All When this portion of the track is comthe remaining 35) miles from Salt druggists.
pleted, the Santa Fe and Rock Island Mokl Tea positively cures sick head
Lake. That part of the road now built
enter into a traffic agreement by ache, Indigestion and constipation. A
Cottages 6 and 7 on the south side will
connects with the Santa Fe at
which
Rock Island trains for Los An delightful herb drink. Removes all
Cal., and our trains will run of the railroad track at Winslow have geles and San Francisco will be Bent eruptions of the skin, producing a per
over the Santa Fe track to a point In been thrown together and remodeled over the Santa Fe tracks to the coast, fect complexion or money refunded.
Arizona, where we will have another throughout. When the repairs are while Santa Fe trains will go over the 25c and 50c. Write to us for for free
completed the cottage will be occupied
junction for the line from the north.
Rock Island tracks as far as Plnos sample. W. II. Hooker ft Co.. Buffalo.
N. Y. J. H. O'Reilly ft Co. and B, It.
"In Utah the arrangements are to by W. J. Francis, the company store- Wells, N. M.
acquire by purchase what is known as keeper at that place. It Is stated that
It Is cialmed In substantiation of Brlggs & Co.
railroad company intends to make this report
the Oregon Short Line, and thus get an the
that the Santa Fe has enUnited Verde to Start Up.
Independent entrance to Salt Lake single cottages of all the houses in tered into Important contracts for ma
It may be authoritatively stated that
row.
City. It Is understood by all the par that
terial for the track west of Plnos the long silence that has prevailed at
ties interested that no parallel lines
Wells, but has apparently
made no Jerome Is about to come to an end,
Remedy
for
Best
Diarrhoea.
The
shall be constructed In that region."
ago, while at Martins- - preparations to build its lines by which says the Journal Miner, and inside of a
years
"Some
Both Senator Kearns and Mr. Ker
it was proposed to connect up with the month work Is again to be resumed on
ens oeclared that the new harbor and burg, W. V., I was taken with cholera Pecos Valley system.
that magnificent property.
was
followed
by
diarwould be as morbus, which
terminals at San
The report that the Rock Island is
While the entire plant Is not to be
me
doctor's
medicine
rhoea.
did
The
One SB any on this continent.
operated to the extent It has been In
no good. I was advised to get a bot planning to build a line west from
to connect with the Santa Fe the number of men employed, however,
W. A. Herren or rmcn. Ark., writes, tle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera Is denied. It is claimed that the above
there will be several hundred on the
Remedy,
I
did,
which
"I wish to report that Foley's Kidney and Diarrhoea
described plan has been devised to payroll. Two furnaces will be blown
A.
me
G.
sound
well.
and
and
cured
It
kida
Cure has cured
terrible case of
In, It is said, and new machinery has
take its place.
ney and bladder trouble that two doc- Morris, Embreeville, Pa. Sold by all
The advantages of the proposed been added to facilitate both reduction
druggists.
tors had given up." Alvarado Pharmacy.
Island deal would bo as and mining facilities.
Santa
Thursday morning Jesse Irwin and follows:
This news should be welcome tid
The Southern Railway has put on a W. C. Phillips,
of Winslow, were sent Both lines would secure a shorter ings not alono to the community it diflyer" between New York and New
to the general hospital In Los Angeles, route to the Pacific coast than they rectly affects, but likewise to the minOrleans that Is startling the travelers suffering
from Injured eyes. Adelbert now have. It would probably be the ing Industry at large of the county and
of the southwest. It makes the run of
was sent to the hospital last shortest possible route to Los Angeles. that Immediate vicinity.
1,374 miles, leaving New York at 2:30 Carter
The Santa Fe would secure a much
Saturday with a similar injury. The
o'clock In the morning and reaches men were members of different train shorter rbute to El Paso and southern
Luck In Thirteen.
New Orleans, connecting
with the crews
By sending 13 miles Wm. Spirey, of
each, had been struck in the points.
and
Southern Pacific Sunset Limited for eye by hot cinders from engines, cans-inThe Rock Island would greatly cut Walton Furnace, Vt, got a box of
Los Angeles at 11:50 o'clock the next
down its mileage to the coast points, Bucklen's Arnica Salve, tbat wholly
severe
inflammation.
morning. The first run by this train
gaining more in this respect over pres cured a horrible Fever Sore on his leg.
was made in fifteen minutes less than
Boys' and Youths' Overcoats.
ent conditions than the Santa Fe Nothing else could. Positively cures
schedule itme.
BruUes, Felons, Ulcers, Eruptions,
Just received, a handsome assort' would.
ment of boys' and youths' overcoats,
Each line would have exactly the Bolls, Burns, Corns and Piles. Only
A Violent Attack of Croup Cured.
comprising all the latest styles, from same mileage to the coast, which 25c. Guaranteed by all druggists.
"Last winter an Infant child of mine the long, loose coats so very popular, would prevent the danger of speed
A little daughter of Conductor T. J.
had croup in a violent form," says El to the short reefers. All qualities and wars and rate slashing.
Murphey
and wife, of Raton, died last
der John W. Rogers, a Christian Evan every price. Simon Stern, the RailJust how much of the Rock Island
gelist, of Fllley, Mo. "I gave her a few road Avenue Clothier.
line would bp Included In the deal can Thursday of pneumonia.
doses of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
not be stated. It is likely that the
You must not fall to ae the two
A new attractive depot Is to be built
and In a short time all danger was past
Santa Fe trains would leave the Santa little Swltzer children, a'eed 3 and
6 re
Adamana
at
for the accommodation of Fe tracks at Hutchinson,
and the child recovered." This remedy
travel spectively, in the prize cake walk.
not only cures croup.but when given as the tourists who stop over to visit the the 300 miles between there and
and Plnos
soon as the first symptoms appear, will Petrified Forest. A steel tank is also Wells on Rock island
tracks. Some PROPOSALS FOR BIDS, NEW MEXprevent the attack. It contains no being erected at that point.
claim, however, that the Santa Fe
ICO PENITENTIARY.
The Santa Fe la to start a new city main line as
cpium or other harmful substance and
far as coast traffic is con
may be given as confidently to a baby at West Yard near Gallup, said "city
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 22, 1902.
cerned would remain as at present,
as to an adult. For sale by all druggists. to consist of a tool bouse and bunk and
Sealed proposals will be received by
only the El Paso business
that
house which are now being built.
would be sent over the Rock Island the board of New Mexico penitentiary
A meeting of the board of directors
In confirmation of this theory commissioners, at the office of the suptracks.
A
Policeman's Testimony.
of the Eastern Railroad company of
they
point
to the fact that the Santa erintendent until 10 o'clock a. m., MonJ. N. Patterson, night policeman of
New Mexico was held at the office of
making
costly improvements and day the 8th day of December, 1902, for
is
Fe
Judge H. L. Waldo in L,as Vegas Wed Nashua, la., writes, "Last winter I had double tracking on Its main line, the furnishing and delivery at the New
my
a
lungs
on
bad
cold
at
and
tried
transac-tionnesday, at which important
which indicates that there Is no Inten Mexico penitentiary, of supplies herewere considered. The local di least half a dozen advertised cough tions of abandoning it as a main line. inafter mentioned, or so much thereof
rectors of the company are Judge H. medicines and had treatment from
ss said board may deem sufficient.
and two physicians without getting any
L. Waldo, Col. R. E. Twltchell
Payment for said supplies will be
To
Public.
the
benefit. A friend recommended Foley's Allow
Charles A. Spiess.
jne to say a few words in praise made la cash. Delivery of all supplies
Honey and Tar and two thirds of a botexcept perishable articles must be made
A Thanksgiving Dinner.
tle cured me. I consider it the greatest of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. I can within sixty days after date of award;
recommend
with
utmost
It
confld
the
Heavy eating is usually the first cough and lung medicine In the world.1
tnce. It has done good work for me to commence at such time as the sup- cause of indigestion. Repeated attacks Alvarado Pharmacy.
and will do the same for others. I had etlntendent designates. The delivery
inflame the mucous membranes lining
a very severe cough and cold and fear of brief to begin on January 1, 1903.
A
men
been
number
have
of
exam'
the stomach, exposes the nerves of the
Samples wiii be required of all art!
ed I would gef pneumonia, but after
company
by
Dr.
lately
Brown,
ined
the
stomach, producing a swelling after
cies
marked with an asterisk, and
taking
post
second
the
of
dose
surgeon
medl
this
at Winslow, for various
eating, heartburn, headache, sour ris
cine I felt better, three bottles of it these should be labeled showing name
ngs and finally catarrh of the stomach. tions in the railroad service.
Brakeman Carl Reed has changed cured my cold and the pains in my of bidder, price, etc., and must be deKodol relieves the Inflammation, pro
to the superintendent not lat
run which was formely from Win chest disappeared entirely. I am most livered
his
tects the nerves and cures the ca
9 o'clock on said day. All bids
er
than
yours
respectfully
Ralph
health,
S.
for
tarrh. Kodol cures indigestion, dys slow to Needles, to the eastern divls Meyers, 64 Thirty-seventmust
be
made strictly In accordance
St., Wheel
pepsla, all stomach troubles by cleans ion between Albuquerque and Win ing,
with conditions on blank proposals,
W.
Va.
by
druggists
all
sale
For
slow.
lng and sweetening the glands of the
which will be furnished by the superstomach. J. H. O'Reilly & Co.; B. H.
intendent on application; bids other
Cut this out and terse it to any drug'
Jones,
David
on
mechanic
master
Brlggs & Co.
gist and get a free sample of Chamber the Pike's Peak Cog road, arrived in wise made will not be entertained.
A bond will be required from all sucT. Booth, who has had charge of the lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, the Katon to visit old time acquaintances
invigor Mr. Jones learned his trade In the cessful bidders, within ten days after
Santa Fe shops at El Paso for the past best physic. They cleanse and appetite
date of award, for the faithful fulfillshops at that place.
fifteen years as master mechanic, has ate the stomacn, improve the
ment of contracts.
Regular
regulate
size
bowels.
the
end
been promoted to the position of me60,000 pounds fresh beef, prime qualHe Could Hardly Get Up.
chanical engineer on the Pecos Valley 25c per box.
P. H. Duffy of Ashley, 111., writes ity, necks and shanks excluded.
system, with headquarters at Amarillo,
The Southern Pacific has bought the
5,000 pounds bran.
Texas. Mr. Booth left to assume his Shreveport & Red River Valley rail- "This Is to certify tbat I have taken
60 cases laundry soap.
two
Foley's
Kidney
bottles
of
Cure
and
new duties.
way, a valueble road between Shreve It has helped me more
3.000 pounds hominy.
any other
than
port and Alexandria with a branch line
10,000 pounds beans.
I tried many advertised
Asleep Amid Flames.
30 cases roasted coffee.
remedies, but none of them gave me
Breaking Into a blazing home, some to Manoura.
10 cases tomatoes, standard qualifiremen lately dragged the sleeping inIf you are bilious and seeking advls Buy relief. My druggist recommended ty.
Foley's Kidney Cure and it has cured
mates from death. Fancied security, era.
'
6,000 pounds granulated sugar.
me. Before commencing Its use I was
and death near. It's that way when you
Take DelWtt's Little Early Risers,
1,000 pounds rice.
I could hardly
shape
a
such
neglect coughs and coldJ. Don't do it
in
that
going
to bed.
Just before
100 pounds K. C. baking powder.
get
up
once
down."
when
Alvarado
Dr. King's New Discovery for ConYou will find on the morrow,
100 pounds black pepper, whole.
Pharmacy.
sumption gives perfect protection
You are rid of your sorrow
1 dozen standard pints vanlla exLung
against all Throat, Chest and
That's all; JuHt enough said.
GOULD A DIRECTOR.
tract
Troubles. Keep it near, and avoid sufThese famous pills do nto gripe,
10 cases canned corn.
fering, death and doctor's bills. A
Of Stillwell's Road An Outlet for Mismove the bowels gently and eas..
150 pounds laundry starch.
stops a late cough, persistent cleansing the liver. Their tonic effect
souri Pacific to Pacific Coast.
300 pounds salsoda.
and
Harmless
use and most stubborn.
gives strength to the glands, preventAt a meeting of the executive com150 pounds macaroni.
nice tasting, its guaranteed to satisfy ing a return of the disorder.
H. mittee of the Kansas City, Mexico &
J.
50,000 pounds Dour.
by all druggists.
Price 50c and $1.00. O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Brlggs & Co.
Orient Railway company. Warren G.
50 pounds tea.
Trial bottles free.
Purdy, formerly president of the Chi1,000
pounds D. S. Bacon.
William Scbuttenhelm, timekeeper cago, Rock Island & Pacific railway,
HURT IN WRECK.
The board of penitentiary commisat the master mechanic's office at and George J. Gould were elected disioners reserves the right to reject any
Trinidad Citizen and Conductor In- Raton, has returned to that town with rectors of the Kansas City, Mexico & and all bids. In submitting bids for
his
bride.
jured by Jumping From Train
Orient railway. The election was in above supplies bidders should write
Oft Track.
There is no coukd medicine, so popu- accordance with Instructions received plainly on envelope the following:
A wreck on the Gray Creek coal
lar as Foley's Honey and Tar". It con- - from A. E. Stillwell, president of the "Bids for supplies for New Mexico
branch on the Colorado & Southern,
road, who Is now In New York city.
Penitentiary," with name cr names of
near Trinidad, resulted in two men rails to cure. Alvarauo t'narmacy.
George J. Gould is president of the bidders, to avoid the opening of same
being injured, and the ditching and alMissouri Pacific railway, and vice by mistake. Samples may be sent sepmost total destruction of eight loaded
Several railroad companies have en- president of the Kansas City Southern, arately, duly marked and numbered,
coal cars and a caUose. The train tered into a combine to suppress train being president or vice president of all to the superintendent.
jumped the track. Conductor Stone robbers. There are many different ef- the lines of the Gould system in the
By order of the board of penitentiary
and J. M. Cochran, oi Trinidad, who fective ways of suppressing them, but west and southwest.
commlssioneis.
was returning home from Gray Creek, only one way to catch them, anil no
It was announced last week that a
H. O. BURSUM.
were in tho caboose. Both jumped. one seems to kuow the method.
traffic alliance had been made between
Superintendent.
THE SALT LAKE ROAD.

'Ulaita-Pit- a
"The Perfect Food"
FOR

Brain and Muscle
MALTA. VITA
the perfect food for old and young, sick
or well.
MALTA-VIT- A
tissue-buildi-

I

A regular diet of Malt&.Vita for
breakfast and supper
remove the
cause of Insomnia and dyspepsia.
l

Eat

MALTA-VIT-

A

It gives health, strength, and
happiness.

i

needs no cooking.
Always ready to eat.

Malta-Vit- a

SOLD BY GROCERS
E

MALTA-VIT-

A

A BRAT1NA

CONSUHPTION

General

FCBE FOOD CO.

Fe-Roc- k

BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN
TORONTO, CANADA

Railroad Topics
A heavy boulder In the Bide of the
canyon below Kingman was loosened
by the heavy rains of the past few
days and slipped out so far that it
caught the steps of the coaches on the
west bound passenger train the other
night, ripping oft a number and tearing up the side of the cars to some extent. The rock cuts through which the
railroad passes are much too narrow
and the slipping out of one of the large
boulders would cause a terrible wreck.
In the cut below Kingman the rocks
appear to be very loose and there is
danger of some of the large ones rolling out onto the track. The trains obtain a high rate of speed through this
canyon and the destruction that the
wrecking of a passenger train would
cause can be Imagined.

Ten thousand demons gnawing away

at one's vitals couldn't be much worse

than the tortures of itching piles. Yet
there's a cure. Doan's Ointment never
fails.
The latest plans of the 'Frisco show
that the Denver, Enid & Oulf line, being completed from Enid to Guthrie,
will be extended immediately to Coal-gatI. T., 125 miles. The line is also
being surveyed westward 150 miles.
The plans also show the Arkansas &
Choctaw, recently purchased by the
'Frisco, will be extended from Ardmore
to Waurike, sixty miles, thence west
to Vernon, Texas.

but he soon regained consciousness.
Dr. Brown was called and on arriving
found tbat he was not seriously hurt,
though there was a bad bruise on one
cheek. It is expected that Mr. Dunn
will soon be able to resume his duties.
Physicians Prescribe It
Many broad minded physicians prescribe Foley's Honey and Tar, as they
have never found so safe and reliable
a remedy for throat and lung troubles
as this great medicine. Alvarado
Pharmacy.
General Manager E. E. Calvin, of the
Oregon Short Line railroad, announced
that December 1 the wages of alt
switchmen and yard foremen in the
employ of the road would be advanced
approximately 10 per cent.' This will
make the wages conform with the new
Chicago wage scale. The advance is
voluntary on the part of the road. Sev
eral hundred men are benefited by the
increase.
Foley's Honey ana 'lar always stops
the cough and heals the lungs. Refuse
substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o

General Manager H. U. Mudge has
been invited to lead the grand march
at the ball which will be given to open
the new Santa Fe shops of San Bernardino, Cal., on November 29. The
ball will be much after the plan of that
given at the Santa Fe shops In Topeka
at their dedication. The shops at San
Builds up the system; puts pure, Bernardino have Just been completed
rich blood in the veins; makes men at a cost of over $100,000.
and women strong and healthy. Bur- .
.Acker's Blood Ellxer positively cures
dock BloodBitters. At any drug store.
chronic blood poisoning and all scrofulous affections. At all times a matchThe Doard of directors of the
Railroad company, at its less system tonic purifier. Money remeeting, created the office of general funded if you are not satisfied. 5Sc
counsel and appolnteu General Solic- and $1. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B.
itor George C. Massey, of Delaware, to H. Brlggs & Co.
the position. . Francis 1. Gowen, formThere was a meeting of the citizens'
erly president of the Choctaw railroad,
was appointed general solicitor to suc- committee appointed to raise money
for the union depot, in the chamber of
ceed Mr. Maasey.
commerce, El Paso. The city has so
"I suffered for months from sore far raised $14,000, and has the promise
throat. Eclectrlc Oil cured me in of $30,000, including $12,000 from the
twenty-fou- r
Four thousand
M. S. Gist, railroad companies.
hours."
more will be raised.
Hawesville, Ky.
The net receipts of one hundred
American railways during the first
eight months of 1902 exceed those of
the same period In 1901 by $8,500,000,
and $55,000,000 more than in 1899.
Their prosperity is unexampled in the
history of railroading.

8tartling, But True.
"If every one knew what a grand

medicine Dr. King's New Life Pills Is,"
writes D. H. Turner, Dempsytown, Pa.,
"you'd sell all you have in a day. Two
weeks' use has made a new man of
me." Infallible for constipation, stomach and liver troubles. 25c at all drug
"Cure the cough and save the life." stores.
Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup cures
Two hundred and fifty teams are at
coughs and colds, down to the very
work on the Phoenix & Eastern rail
verge of consumption.
road grade, and the contractors will inAssistant Foreman William Dunn crease the forces as fast as they can
had a narrow escape from death in the find men and teams. The Lantry gradWinslow round house the other after- ing outfit, now finishing up the grade
noon. One of the jacks which are kept on the Fairbanks & Tombstone railabove the smokestacks of the engines road, will be moved to Benson, to work
in the round bouse had been broken from that point on the Phoenix &
and Mr. Dunn, with some assistants, Eastern grade. It is also expected
was making the repairs.
The Jack that a grading camp will be establishswung around and hit Mr. Dunn a ter- ed at Butte, twelve miles from Florrific blow in the head, knocking him ence, to begin on the heavy rock work
senseless. The first thought of those that will have to be done in the Butte
near by was that he had been killed, canyon.
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Railroad Time Tables

EPS

Red-land-

contains more nutrition, more
qualities, more r.crve stimulant
than is found in any other food.
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(la effect June

1, 1902.)

ARRIV E FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express.. 10:05 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited... .10:601
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:55 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.

.....

1

ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.

....

Express

No. C2, Atlantic

7:10a.m.

LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00
ARRIVE FROM WEST. '

No. 2, Atlantio Express
No. 4, Chicago Limited
No. 8, Chicago Express

.....

pm.

8:05a.m.

11:46 p.m.
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8: IS p.m.
N 8, California Limited. ... 11 : 00 a.m
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
and No. 2 from the west '
No. 3 arrives Thursday and Mondays. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Fridays.
Local freight No. 99, going souta,
carries passengers.
F. L. MYERS. Agent

nrcc

Tcurisi

siecpir.3

ccrs

si.pca
r.ir.r.ee;ciis

tticqo
Tourist Sleeping Cars

Nicely equipped and
Providing every
Comfort

SANTA FE
THE

limited"

"Golden State
-- via-

El

Paso-Northea-

System

slern

in connection with
ROCK ISLAND 8Y8TEM

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
Is a
New 8olld Through, All Pullman Daily,
Train Between
GO
LOS ANGELES-- EI
Pato-CHICA-

For Strictly First Class Travtl
'
Only.

,

28 hours El Paso to Kansas City
42 Vs hours El Paso to Chicago
38 H hours El Paso to St Louis

66H hours El Paso to New To.k

Passage limited to berth capacity of

the train about

75

berths.

,
I

Dining Car Service all tbe way
N. B. On the El
system this train stops only at El Paso
Alamogordo, Carrlxoio and Santa Rosa
Fl rrttsia cmwfyp cmfwyp. .. .Gfrafrf
First train leaves El Paso November
4, 1902.

A. N. BROWN, CLP. A. i

tLEcrac
LKEDITEID

v

TRAONS
Are operaUd by tho

Between

TEXAS
And th

m

I

A Mistake

North and

" Popover's" wife knows not that this
Is but a grateful sort of kiss.
Mistakes are impossible when biscuits are

The

H-- 0

Company

Presto
(Better than flour)

'

BIRMINGHAM, MEMPHIS,

made from the magical

P3IC

EaSsN

BtlWNA
And the

North, and Wes;
OKLAHOMA
And the

North

TpOO much leavening the housekeeper! s error: what a wast I
X Presto prevents that ; it is txucly leavened already; this is
cn4 quality tbat makes it cheap.
1

and

East

Observation cafe cars, under ths
management of Fred Harvey. Equipment oi ths latent an I Usst dasigx C
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Men's Patent
Colt Shoes...

AlwV.

ZA.OO
Patent Colt looks dreeeier,
wear better, feels easier on the
foot and Is, less liable to crack
than either Patent Calf or Patent

Kid.

These shoes have single Goodspade shank,
military heel, Twentieth Century toe, Kangaroo top and for
snap and style are 'unsurpassed
by any higher priced footwear.
We are always willing to show
them.

year Welt sole,

aoooooaoooooooooooo

a
0
a

THANKSGIVING GOOD THINGS

0

00 0o

Turkey
may be King, but we have other luxuries that press His Majesty very
closely. We have the best plum pudding, the beet mince meat, raisins, currants, fruits, and everything needed
for a delightful Thanksgiving feast.

that youj can't do without.

& CO.
J L. andBELL
South Second
Nos.
118

St

li3

Ready for Business....

LOCAL HAPPENINGS.

X

south as Mexico, City, purchasing Aztec and Indian curios for the expedi
tions big stores here and In the east.
The district court this morning tried
me case of Wm. A. liatnaway vs. u.
Goodman, for obligation Incurred in
Insurance matters, and the court rendered a verdict for plaintiff In the sum
of $200 and interest.
The court also rendered Judgment In
favor of the plaintiff in the case of F.
L. Pearce against the Albright property on North Third street for amount
of Improvements placed upon the property.

Henrietta and Henry Loebs, Virginia
Finch and Gib Gatlln, A. Baum and
Miss Katherlne Corcoran are members
of Mrs. Berry's juvenile minstrels and
they will all be at their best December
2, at Colombo hall.
o

George Hofheins has returned to
Notice Is given that half of your
r.lanrt, after a stay of a few months In
taxes will be due December 1. Pay up
Panta Fo.
now and avoid the penalty.
Col. R. E. Twltchell passed through
o
Ed Gehring and Ciara Wilson, Gles-si- e
the city last night, en route to Silver
City on legal business.
Wilson and Maurice Hartnett and
Hattle Brown and Mattie Dodson are
James Davis, wife and f.imily, of
going to be In the big cake walk at
Log Angeles, are visiting his sister,
Colombo hall December 2.
Mrs. E. D. Fluke, for a few days.
Crooked Postmasters Sentenced.
Mrs. W. H. Barney, wife of ConducHave your window glass put In by
tor Barney, after a brief sojourn at C. L. Doran, the postoffice Inspector C. A. Hudson. V. s guarantees no cold
Colorado Springs, Colo., has returned for this district, and W. T. Sullivan, wind In your hcuse after his work,
superintendent of the Denver district,
home.
o
Miss Annie Fisher, who has been vis- are In the city, arriving yesterday from
Don't miss the Japanese ana negro
iting Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Beaven, since attending the district court at Socorro. first part.
the fair, returned to her home at La Dcmetrlo Perea, former postmastar at
Keep nut the wind by having your
Lincoln, plead guilty to embezzling
Junta last night.
1.638. He was fined that amount and window glass put In by C. A. Hudson.
The cake for the cake walk of the was also
sentenced to two years and
Juvenile Minstrels Is on exhibition at two days
At Colombo hall, December 2, little
In the penitentiary at Santa
Simon Stern's, and the medals are at Fe. Bert Rowland,
Horton, aged 4 years old, will
Juanlta
postmater
former
M. Mandeli's store.
to embezzling walk for the cake.
Capltan,
plead
guilty
at
P. J. Towner, the Colorado live
o
peni$152.
to
stock inspector for northern New Mex- tentiaryHeforwas sentenced and the
Come and see the Willow Pattern
pay a
to
months
six
ico, is In the territorial metropolis
Plate sextette, and big cake walk.
One of $152.
around among local stock owners and
Fifty voices in the chorus of Mrs.
buyers.
St. Louis Boodler.
Berry's
Juvenile minstrels.
Mrs. Allen O. Kennedy is here on a
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 28 A New York
visit to Mrs. T. J. McLaughlin and Mrs. dispatch says that Charles F. Kelley,
It CostsNothing
J. E. Saint. The lady Is the wife of the formerly speaker of the house of alderchief engineer of tlifi Santa Fe Central men, who was connected with bribery to have your eyes thoroughly examined. Twelve years of experience as
railroad.
In street
railroad matter, and who
and frame fitter with A. S.
Mrs. Maynard Gunsul arrived last went to Europe when indictments were
Aloe company, St Louis, Mo. With B.
night from Pueblo, Colo. The lady Is
cured, arrived from Europe today on
the wife of the local manager of the his way to St. Louis. He may be ar- Ruppe.
A. A. WINTERER,
Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and rested before he arrives here, although
307 West Railroad Ave.'
Power company.
be says that he will return without.
o
The Eagles held a lively meeting
The big Japanese and negro first
last evening and initiated United
W. V. Wolvin, 73. T. 5.. Dental Sur- part In the Brownie's Juvenile minStates Marshal C. M. Foraker, Frank geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant strels Is gong to be a decided novelty.
M. Jones and A. D. McDonald.
The block. Both 'phones.
Sevrti little girls in oriental costumes
meeting closed with a fine lunch.
sing and dance in true Japanese
will
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
J. E. Saint, In charge of the commisstyle, while the end men with their
25c
Cocoa
Baker's
sary department of the Santa Fe Cen25c loud suits will , keep the audience
tomatoes
tral at Torrance, came In from the 62 cans good
laughing from start to finish with their
55c
cans
corn
south yesterday morning to yiJoy the
and coon songs.
Jokes
2
t
.
.
pkgs celluloid starch. .15c
Thanksgiving with his family. Mr.
1 gallon good syrup
45c
Rosa Berry will sing Witmark's latSaint Is still here.
25c est publications, December 2.
Hon. J. M. Sandoval and family ar- 3 cans condensed cream
25c
rived home yesterday morning from 2 cans clams
25c GENTLEMEN!
their visit to California, and they re- 2 cans corn beef
and examine our new fall samtort having had a fine time. The sons oneFor the holiday trade we will show Call
2300 patterns to select from.
ples
of
china
assortments
of
the
nicest
were left in California, and will attend
Our tailoring Is unexcelled. The
ware to be found in town. We will
school at Santa Clara.
style, price and quality, compels
George S. Crary and wife, former show a line of Rogers' sliver ware that
you
to be our customer.
you
Is
In
same
find
will
the
the
that
now
residents of Albuquerque, but
of
Agency, 215 8.
Los Angeles, came in from the west exclusive Jewelry stores, the only dif- Nettleton Tailoring
Second Street
this morning, and are around among ference will be the price.
THE MAZE,
old time friends. They will return west
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
to Los Angeles tomorrow night.
o
Mr. and Mrs. T. K. Lawers, of 104
Miss Eva Lugton and Joe Brennen,
East Lead avenue, entertained a numJersey Bulls
Hattle Brown and Mattie Dodson are Three
ber of friends at a Thanksgiving din- going
to try and win one of the prizes
for sale.
ner. The table was decorated with
Colombo hall on December 2.
carnations and ferns. Mr. and Mrs. at
o
I.awers are jovial entertainers.
If interested, address
Farm sausage. San Jose Market.
Miss Ada Phllbrick's kindergarten
LEU'S DAIRY.
OLECK
Schwartzman & With have just reschool is growing. She has so many
they
fine
some
which
turkeys
ceived
superlittle tots under her personal
vision that she now has two sessions are selling at 12V 'cents a pound.
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
dally in the morning and afternoon.
Fresh fllsh.- -- Sail Jose Market.
Mibs Phllbrick Is one of the best kin-- odergarten teachers in the southwest.
You must see Happy Hooligan and
Undertakers
Miss Candace Phllbrick, of Omaha, the policeman at Colombo hall DecemNeb., who was here on a visit to her ber 2.
sister. Miss Ada Phllbrick, left the
iRESH Neufcbatel cheese 2 for 15c,
other day for the west. Before reEmbalmers
turning to Omaha the young lady will
lunch cheese 2 for 15c, De Brie 25c
20 Years' Experience In this City
D'IsIgny 25c lb., pineapples 40c
visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona, all
the resorts of southern California and each, after dinner 25c jar, imported
the principal cities on the Pacific Roquefort 60c lb.. Imported Swiss 40c
North 8econd St
lb., Imported Edams $1.25 each, fine
ccast.
BOTH PHONES.
The milk inspection ordinance which brick, limburger, domestic Swiss, Amrequired considerable work on the part erican full cream, all 20c lb.; use Sedgof the city council, is not dead now wick Creamery Butter. San Jose Mathat it has passed in a complete form. rket
A number of placards bearing the ordinance In large black type have been tjRESII Persimmons, grapes, pears,
ordered printed, as a reminder to the 111 bananas, oranges, apples, toma-freschestnuts. San
milkmen. These will be handed to ev- toes, lemons,
ery milkman in the city, so that be Jose Market.
may become familiar with all its provisions. Mayor Myers will probably
M0NEY10L0AN
name the new officer at the council
On diamonds, watches or any good
meeting Monday night.
Capt. A. B. Fitch, of Magdalena, and security. Great bargains ia watches
C. T. Brown, of Socorro, the well of every description.
A. H. YANOW
known mining expert, were in Albuquerque yesterday, returning from a 209 South Second street, a few doors
north of postoffice.
trip to Joplln, Mo. The methods of
metal reduction and separation employed In the hundreds of plants of the
Missouri zinc fields were Investigated
while at Joplln, with a view of ascertaining their probable use In the operThe Pfotteer Osteopath Of New Mexico
ating of the Graphic and adjoining
Cures by the
mining properties owned by Captain
Fitch and associates.
Thanksgiving night was turned Into
a festival of gay and brilliant colors by
All Diseases Which are Known as
the richly masked dancers at the Odd
curable.
was
night.
Fellows' ball last
The ball
Osteopathic
Send
for
literature.
given by Mrs. Rose Berry and was a
Consultation Free.
grand success.
The dancers were
cleverly masked, a greater variety of
Office: 21-2- 3
humorous characters could not hove
been represented. The beautiful music
furnished by Mrs. Berry and Mr. De
vino inspired in the merry makers a
feeling of Joy and merriment. There
was no lack of the festival spirit which
was in evidence until the day of thank.
fulness had passed, leaving a vivid remembrance of the pleasant event.
Thanksgiving
A most enjoyable
evt-n- t
took place at the pleasant home
of Hon. and Mrs. W. B. Childers on
The social
West Railroad aveuue.
fathering was given In honor of Mr.
and Mrs. W. B. Childers' nieces, Misses
for your
dinner table? If so,
Suttle and Childers, of Tennessee. The
evening was spent In that interesting
see our beautiful display of these wares.
nd fascinating game of progressive
to
prize
awarded
euchre. The first
the most successful lady was won by
SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES THIS WEEK
Miss Anita Otero, of Santa Fe. Miss
Bittle Willey carried off second boa
ors. Dr. Alger was awarded the first
prize for the gentlemen. A delicious
See our
ad.
lunch was served after the entertain
ing feature of the evening.
W. W. Arnold, one of the proprietors
of the Silver State Cigar company, of
Denver, was here yesterday and sever
al friends made his sojourn In the ter
rilorlal metropolis very pleasant. Mr,
Arnold returned south last night.
of the
A. B. McGaffey,
Albuquerque's Leading Jeweler,
Railroad Ave
Hyde Exploring Expedition, will leave
tjnight for Mexico. He will go as far
ten-cen-

JER8E Y BULLS
full-blood- ed

An an inducement for your trade at
our place, we will continue our 10 per
cent discount sale for cash, thus giving
you the benefit of less expense at our
new location, 222 South Second street,
Opposite Postoffice.

WHY HESITATE
BUY IT NOW!
You need a Warm Winter Suit.

Do You Know

that we are better

prepared to give
you more genuine satisfaction in your Winter
Suit purchasing than we have ever been able
to give before. Because
We have,
the largest
and most
complete line of Winter Suits that has ever
been placed on sale in New Mexico.
We can give you any style and every cut.
We can fit you properly, perfectly, and
according to the latest designs.
We are always the first to show the best
and the newest in the market and have exclusive patterns.
And, that when you buy your suit here
you get SUPERIOR QUALITY along
with the LOWEST PRICES.
Suits range in price from

S8 up to

25- -

..SIMON
STERN.
The R. R. Ave. Clothier.
E. J. POST

.

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH,

& CO.
Proprietor.

HARDWARE,

American Jewel Base Burners, Radiant Home Base
Burners, Cole's Hot Blast Heaters, Soft Coal
and Wood Heaters, Quick Meal Steel
Ranges, Banquet Steel Ranges,
.....and Cook Stoves
REPAIRS

WE

FURNISHED

EMPLOY

-

T. Muensterman
CITY NEWS.

and

MONEY TO LOAN.

Subscribe for The Citlien.
Look Into Kleinwort's market on
North Third street. He baa the nicest
fresh meats In the city.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
In ataxics
orK we are
drawn
showing a big assortment. Albert
raber, 805 Railroad avenue.
We carry the largest variety of linoleums and oil cloths In this city.
Albert Faber. 80S Railroad avenue.
Are you satisfied with the quality of
stockings you have been buying? If
rot, give us a trial. We carry the
"Black Cat" and "Ironclad" lines of
men's, women's and children's hosiery
and guarantee a perfect fit and good
wear or refund the money. What more
could we do? C. May's popular priced
hoe store, 08 West Railroad avenue.

On dlamonas, watcnes, etc., or any
good security; also househoM goods

stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Qold avenue.

Gentlemen! let us tKe your measure now for a new suit Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
o

Mrs. H. E. Suerman, dressmaker and
ladies' tailor, No. 217 South Second

street

o

Subscribe for the Daily Citizen,
o

Dressed turkeys
cents a pound
at Schwartzman & With's meat market. North Second street.

a

Home Mads Mince Meat.
The Fair meat market is the place
"to purchase first class home made
mince meat. Will sell from one pound
to a ton. It Is first class try some.

Prime Kansas City loin steaks, rib
roasts, farm sausage, spare ribs, pork
loins, young veal, fine fat mutton,
pressed pig's feet, pickled pig's feet,
chipped dried beef, head cheese, liver
sausage, the beet in native meats;
'
The Rico Caf a serves the best meals dressed spring chickens, .fresh fish.
Short San Jose Market.
. In the city at IS and 25 cents.
orders, S cents vp. 111 North First
street.
Turkeys I Turkeys I
--a
We have a number of turkeys which
MONUMENTS.
i
All kinds of stone and sable work arrived too late for Thanksgiving orPrices moderate. Shop and yard cor' ders and are selling them at 12
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue cents a pound.
H. Q. MAURINO.
SCHWARTZMAN & WITH.

,!-

.

All the new nobby

up-to-da- te

patterns in
h

j.

Stiff

t

,

'
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Bosom

Shirts

$1.25
Cluetts extra fine shirts in
new percales and

madras

$1.75
:

--

v-,.

.

v..

-.

'

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY,

E. L. WASHBURN

8TOVES

COMPETENT

STOVES

MECHANICS

CLEANED,

AND

BLACKENED

DO ONLY

AND SET UP.

GOOD WORK.

1

h

DR. C. H. CONNER

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS

PRESENTS NOW
We must have money and offer everything we
have regardless of cost. The following goods
were untoucned by the robbers.
All of Our Silverware, Sterling and Plated.
All of Our Plated Jewelry, Brooches, Stick Pins, Chains.
All of Our Clocks and Novelties
All of Our Cut Class.

Science of Osteopathy

Whiting Block

Need Any Silverware

Shirts....

ONLY
THE MOST

k3

t......

Monarch

-

t .:v""
-

.

201-21-

FOR ALL

MAKES OF

..We take Orders

for Watches, Rings and Diamond Goods.

,s. "vajstn" & son.
Druggists
Jewelers
and

EAR

POSTOFFiCE.

BOTH 'PHONES.

or Cut Glass
Thanksgiving

AlbuquerqueHardware Company

Builders' and General Hardware
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

"Democrat"

....EVERITT...

r

HERDERS

niNERS

TT7MTC
1 JCLN 1 O

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR 8AVAGE RIFLE S AND CARBINES.
.
120 WE ST GOLD AVENUE.

'1
.''

